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Unit Page Exercise English Headword Pronunciation Example Sentence 

Unit 1     

Unit 1 6 1 background /�b�k�raυnd/ We went out for a meal and, whilst the food was good, the background music was too loud. 

Unit 1 6 2 exhibition /�eksi�biʃən/ It was an incredible exhibition of black and white photographs of the American West  
by Ansel Adams. 

Unit 1 6 2 attend /ə�tend/ Only 12 people attended the meeting. 

Unit 1 6 2 contributing /kən�tribjυtiŋ/ He has been contributing to the same charity for 20 years.  

Unit 1 6 2 irritating /�iriteitiŋ/ He's the most irritating man I've ever met! 

Unit 1 6 2 accustomed /ə�k
stəmd/ We were accustomed to working together after so many years. 

Unit 1 6 2 source /sɔ�s/ They get their money from various sources. 

Unit 1 6 2 inspiration /�inspi�reiʃən/ The Malvern Hills have provided inspiration for many artists and musicians over the decades. 

Unit 1 6 2 reproduce /�ri�prə�dju�s/ Her agent said that the right to reproduce sound recordings of her music could only be obtained 
directly from the artist herself. 

Unit 1 recording script listening exercise 2 taking up /�teikiŋ �
p/ My parents were keen on me taking up a musical instrument, but when I chose the drums they 
changed their tune. 

Unit 1 recording script listening exercise 2 amplifiers /��mplifaiəz/ The guitarist was going deaf because he stood too close to the band's amplifiers at their gigs. 

Unit 1 recording script listening exercise 2 gear /�iə/ When the band were on tour, the roadies were constantly setting up the gear. 

Unit 1 recording script listening exercise 2 cringe /krind/ A stray dog was cringing by the door. 

Unit 1 recording script listening exercise 2 tinkling away /�tiŋkliŋ ə�wei/ When she answered the phone I could hear the sound of music tinkling away in the background. 

Unit 1 recording script listening exercise 2 distracting /di�str�ktiŋ/ I just know I couldn't work with my wife, because I'd find her presence too distracting. 

Unit 1 recording script listening exercise 2 subtlety /�s
tlti/ The play lacks subtlety – every point is made as if with a sledgehammer. 

Unit 1 recording script listening exercise 2 sanitised /�s�nitaizd/ His act was a bit too polished and sanitised for my liking, but the audience seemed to love it. 

Unit 1 7 1 base /beis/ We'll touch base on Tuesday to see how things are coming along. 

Unit 1 7 1 reviews /ri�vju�z/ The actress read the reviews of her latest movie and wept with joy. 

Unit 1 7 1 miss /mis/ The play got some bad reviews so we decided to give it a miss. 

Unit 1 7 1 gone off /�ɒn �ɒf/ I can't keep up with her musical tastes – apparently she's gone off reggae now and is  
into hip-hop. 

Unit 1 7 1 gigs /�i�z/ When the group stopped doing live music gigs their record sales plummeted. 

Unit 1 7 1 assume /ə�sju�m/ I didn't see your car, so I assumed you'd gone out. 

Unit 1 7 1 attaching /ə�t�tʃiŋ/ In her email she'd attached the latest photo of the twins – 'so you'll recognise them when you 
come home!'  

Unit 1 7 2 reference /�refərəns/ There is no direct reference to her own childhood in the novel. 
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Unit 1 7 3 eliminating /i�liməneitiŋ/ It was a brutal attack, and the police began by eliminating all the usual suspects. 

Unit 1 8 1 tribute /�tribju�t/ The players wore black armbands as a tribute to their late team-mate. 

Unit 1 8 1 impersonates /im�p��səneits/ The next act was a guy who impersonates Elvis Presley, and he was so good he won the 
competition! 

Unit 1 8 2 clones /kləυnz/ Everyone in the office dressed alike and looked like clones except for Lily with her bright  
red hair. 

Unit 1 8 2 steaming /�sti�miŋ/ The pop star stood on the dance floor, in the middle of a steaming crowd of fans, signing 
autographs. 

Unit 1 8 2 hurling themselves around /�h��liŋ ðəm�selvz ə�raυnd/ The kids appeared to be having a good time, hurling themselves around in time to the music. 

Unit 1 8 2 appeals /ə�pi�lz/ When the fire breaks out in the film, De Niro appeals for calm over the tannoy. 

Unit 1 8 2 chill out /�tʃil �aυt/ He works a 12-hour day and all he wants to do when he gets home is chill out. 

Unit 1 8 2 explosive /ik�spləυsiv/ Because the gas is highly explosive, it needs to be kept in high-pressure containers. 

Unit 1 8 2 outfits /�aυtfits/ The outfit she wore was totally unsuitable for a funeral. 

Unit 1 8 2 storm /stɔ�m/ Their act is so fantastic it goes down a storm all over the world. 

Unit 1 8 2 soundalikes /�saυndəlaiks/ The agency specialised in representing 'lookalikes' and 'soundalikes'. 

Unit 1 8 2 diehard /�daihɑ�d/ A few diehard fans hung around in the freezing cold outside the stage door hoping to catch a 
glimpse of their idol. 

Unit 1 8 2 bar /bɑ�/ From the first bar of music a hush descended over the audience. 

Unit 1 9 2 restricted /ri�striktid/ In the Olympic Games, a restricted number of tickets for each event was allocated to  
each country. 

Unit 1 9 2 listings /�listiŋz/ Sadie checked the National Gig Guide for all the music listings for live events. 

Unit 1 9 2 stuffed /st
ft/ The audition was stuffed with groups hoping to make it to the big time. 

Unit 1 9 2 pitch-perfect /�pitʃ �p��fikt/ Her voice coach insisted that she practise until she was pitch-perfect. 

Unit 1 9 2 facsimiles /f�k�siməliz/ He was shocked to be told that the picture he owned was not an original but only a facsimile. 

Unit 1 9 2 genuine /�denjuin/ The reforms are motivated by a genuine concern for the disabled. 

Unit 1 9 2 twang away /�tw�ŋ ə�wei/ The guitarist twanged away on the strings while tuning his guitar. 

Unit 1 9 2 traces /�treisiz/ David traces his ancestry as far back as the 1690s. 

Unit 1 9 2 ashes /��ʃiz/ The legend of the phoenix arising from the ashes has many variations. 

Unit 1 9 2 emerged /i�m��dd/ The swimmer emerged from the water and dried himself off. 

Unit 1 9 2 peak /pi�k/ The British Empire was at its peak in the mid 19th century. 

Unit 1 9 2 unpretentious /�
npri�tenʃəs/ We stayed at an unpretentious but welcoming hotel in the Lake District. 

Unit 1 9 2 hailing back /�heiliŋ �b�k/ Grandad was forever hailing back to the halcyon days of his youth. 

Unit 1 9 2 domes /dəυmz/ Many cities in the States have huge domes which can hold vast audiences. 

Unit 1 9 2 veer /viə/ A tanker driver died when his lorry veered off the motorway. 
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Unit 1 9 2 snobbery /�snɒbəri/ Unfortunately, snobbery is alive and well in the 21st century. 

Unit 1 9 2 surreal /sə�riəl/ The house was a surreal mixture of opulence and decay. 

Unit 1 9 2 spin /spin/ Politicians always try to put a positive spin on bad news. 

Unit 1 9 2 genre /�ɒnrə/ Science fiction as a genre is relatively new. 

Unit 1 8 3 imitators /�imiteitəz/ Elvis has had many imitators, but nobody is as good as the original. 

Unit 1 8 3 potential /pə�tenʃəl/ Unless they could think of new ways to attract potential customers, they would go  
out of business. 

Unit 1 8 3 venues /�venju�z/ The company offered to find venues for any kind of occasion. 

Unit 1 10 5 showcased /�ʃəυkeist/ All the latest cars are showcased at the Geneva Motor Show. 

Unit 1 10 5 buskers /�b
skəz/ The buskers were very good, and drew quite a large crowd of shoppers. 

Unit 1 10 5 scheme /ski�m/ The money will be used for teacher training schemes. 

Unit 1 10 5 boasts /bəυsts/ He constantly boasts about how clever he is. 

Unit 1 10 5 pitches /�pitʃiz/ Nobody is allowed to sell magazines on someone else's pitch. 

Unit 1 10 5 approach /ə�prəυtʃ/ The bank had to make an approach to the government for help. 

Unit 1 10 5 intrigue /in�tri��/ Other people's houses always intrigued her. 

Unit 1 10 5 hands /h�ndz/ Carla has her hands full at the moment and couldn't possibly take on any more work.  

Unit 1 10 5 struggles /�str
�əlz/ The bags were heavy and the old l lady was struggling to carry them 

Unit 1 10 5 auditions /ɔ��diʃənz/ Zack's wife persuaded him to enter the Pop Idol audition. 

Unit 1 11 5 penny whistle /�peni �wisəl/ He hasn't had any lessons, but he can knock out a few tunes on his penny whistle. 

Unit 1 11 5 innovator /�inəveitə/ Helen's a great innovator and is always coming up with new ideas. 

Unit 1 11 5 negotiate /ni��əυʃieit/ The government refuses to negotiate with terrorists. 

Unit 1 11 5 tube /tju�b/ We get on the tube at Kings Cross and get off at Lambeth North. 

Unit 1 11 7 ovation /əυ�veiʃən/ The Chancellor's entrance was greeted with a standing ovation. 

Unit 1 12 1 mouth /maυθ/ He found out by word of mouth that his name was on the list of people being considered  
for redundancy. 

Unit 1 12 2 debut /�deibju�, �deb�/ He made his Major League debut as shortstop. 

Unit 1 12 2 promoted /prə�məυtid/ She's only worked there six months and she's already been promoted. 

Unit 1 12 2 via /�vaiə, �vi�ə/ We flew to Athens via Paris. 

Unit 1 12 2 revolution /�revə�lu�ʃən/ In the last ten years there has been a revolution in education. 

Unit 1 12 2 modest /�mɒdəst/ He was always modest about his role in the Everest expedition. 

Unit 1 12 2 comparable /�kɒmpərəbəl/ A car of comparable size would cost far more abroad. 

Unit 1 12 2 demonstrated /�demənstreitid/ The salesman demonstrated the new vacuum cleaner. 
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Unit 1 12 2 offset /�ɒfset, �ɒf�set/ Cuts in prices for milk, butter, and cheese will be offset by direct payments to farmers. 

Unit 1 12 2 exposure /ik�spəυə/ Prolonged exposure to the sun can cause skin cancer. 

Unit 1 12 2 generating /�denəreitiŋ/ The many new features in the car were generating a lot of interest.  

Unit 1 14 3 sort out /�sɔ�t �aυt/ Mum asked me to help her sort out the loft. 

Unit 1 14 3 casting /�kɑ�stiŋ/ Casting for the film will take place over the next few weeks. 

Unit 1 14 3 location /ləυ�keiʃən/ The film 'The Lord of the Rings' was shot on location in New Zealand. 

Unit 1 14 3 apparent /ə�p�rənt/ It soon became apparent that we had a major problem. 

Unit 1 14 5 declined /di�klaind/ It was our favourite restaurant, but the quality of the service has declined. 

Unit 1 14 5 cutting edge /�k
tiŋ �ed/ We hired a cutting edge band to attract a younger clientele. 

Unit 1 15 1 annotated /��nəteitid/ The manuscript arrived fully annotated. 

Unit 1 15 1 overall /�əυvər�ɔ�l/ The overall cost of the exhibition was £400,000. 

Unit 1 15 2 coherence /kəυ�hiərəns/ An overall theme will help to give your essay coherence. 

Unit 1 15 2 accuracy /��kjərəsi/ He passes the ball with unerring accuracy. 

Unit 1 15 2 range /reind/ Her range of vocabulary was astonishing for a five-year-old child. 

Unit 1 15 2 consistency /kən�sistənsi/ Consumer groups are demanding greater consistency in the labelling of food products. 

Unit 1 15 2 appropriacy /ə�prəυpriəsi/ At the funeral, people were commenting on the lack of appropriacy of her attire. 

Unit 1 15 2 register /�redistə/ The register of this piece of prose is more informal and conversational. 

Unit 1 15 3 monitor /�mɒnitə/ She's been staring at her computer monitor for hours. 

Unit 1 15 3 raising /�reiziŋ/ They were raising funds for their parish church, which needed a new roof. 

Unit 1 15 3 funds /f
ndz/ We gave the funds we raised to the parish priest. 

Unit 1 15 3 interval /�intəvəl/ He left the room, returning after a short interval with a message. 

Unit 1 16 4 clarification /�kl�rəfi�keiʃən/ There have been a number of official changes and clarifications. 

Unit 1 16 4 expanded /ik�sp�ndid/ The writer has expanded on the points we raised. 

Unit 2 
    

Unit 2 18 1 flashy /�fl�ʃi/ Why is it that film stars have large flashy cars? 

Unit 2 18 1 course /kɔ�s/ I went on a course on Photoshop and learned quite a lot. 

Unit 2 18 1 retirement /ri�taiəmənt/ He became a keen golfer after his retirement from politics. 

Unit 2 18 1 donation /dəυ�neiʃən/ Would you like to make a donation to our charity appeal? 

Unit 2 18 1 charity /�tʃ�rəti/ Several charities sent aid to the flood victims. 

Unit 2 18 1 day /dei/ It was a rainy day and they decided to stay indoors. 
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Unit 2 18 2 illustrate /�iləstreit/ Let me give an example to illustrate the point. 

Unit 2 recording script listening exercise 2 staple /�steipəl/ Staple foods like flour and rice were in short supply. 

Unit 2 recording script listening exercise 2 compounded /kəm�paυndid/ The new savings rate was compounded at 3% interest annually. 

Unit 2 18 3 sleepwalkers /�sli�p�wɔ�kəz/ It was only after her marriage that she became a sleepwalker. 

Unit 2 18 3 seekers /�si�kəz/ Status seekers don't like to work as 'one of the team'. 

Unit 2 18 3 scrimpers /�skrimpəz/ Scrimpers and savers look after the pennies, as they don't want to spend money. 

Unit 2 18 3 tag /t��/ All the staff wore name tags. 

Unit 2 19 3 spree /spri�/ They went on a drinking spree after work on Friday. 

Unit 2 recording script listening exercise 3 impulse /�imp
ls/ She was overcome with a sudden impulse to laugh. 

Unit 2 recording script listening exercise 3 slaves /sleivz/ Too many people are slaves to conspicuous consumption. 

Unit 2 recording script listening exercise 3 conspicuous /kən�spikjuəs/ The notice must be displayed in a conspicuous place. 

Unit 2 recording script listening exercise 3 consumption /kən�s
mpʃən/ Last year there was a dramatic rise in bottled water consumption. 

Unit 2 recording script listening exercise 3 sacrifices /�s�krifaisiz/ He made sacrifices all his life trying to make the children happy. 

Unit 2 recording script listening exercise 3 sound /saυnd/ This book is full of sound advice. 

Unit 2 recording script listening exercise 3 investments /in�vestmənts/ Property is considered to be a good investment. 

Unit 2 recording script listening exercise 3 egg /e�/ Jack saved every month to create a nest egg for his old age. 

Unit 2 19 5 budget /�b
dit/ He liked the car, but it was outside his budget.  

Unit 2 19 5 treat /tri�t/ Steven took his son to a cricket match as a birthday treat. 

Unit 2 19 5 economise /i�kɒnəmaiz/ She decided to economise by not buying branded goods. 

Unit 2 19 5 red /red/ Luke couldn’t control his spending and was always in the red. 

Unit 2 19 5 shopaholic /�ʃɒpə�hɒlik/ My sister buys things she doesn't even need – she's a total shopaholic! 

Unit 2 19 5 money /�m
ni/ Matthew goes through money like water, and is always broke. 

Unit 2 recording script speaking exercise 2 all /ɔ�l/ Your job isn't the be-all and end-all, it's just how you earn your money. 

Unit 2 recording script speaking exercise 2 all-consuming /�ɔ�l kən�sju�miŋ/ She was suddenly overcome with an all-consuming desire to ring her father. 

Unit 2 20 1 PA /�pi� �ei/ Harry says he's so busy, his PA needs a PA! 

Unit 2 20 1 bubbly /�b
bli/ She has a very bubbly personality. 

Unit 2 20 1 punctuality /�p
ŋktʃu��ləti/ He's a stickler for punctuality and is never late for a meeting. 

Unit 2 20 1 shortcomings /�ʃɔ�t�k
miŋz/ She's sometimes forgetful and late for meetings, but other than that has few shortcomings. 

Unit 2 20 1 front /fr
nt/ Jack's not good with money, and has a few problems on the financial front. 

Unit 2 20 1 accumulated /ə�kju�mjυleitid/ She's a shopaholic, and has accumulated and used lots of credit cards to feed her frenzy.  
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Unit 2 20 1 furnished /�f��niʃt/ The flat was furnished in a minimalist style. 

Unit 2 20 1 reluctantly /ri�l
ktəntli/ Reluctantly, he agreed. 

Unit 2 20 1 scatty /�sk�ti/ Zoe is a lovely person, but extremely scatty. 

Unit 2 20 1 junk /d
ŋk/ This cupboard's full of junk – let's throw it out. 

Unit 2 20 1 massively /�m�sivli/ The concert was massively over-subscribed. 

Unit 2 20 1 debt /det/ This over-ambitious strategy has saddled them with debts of around £3,000,000. 

Unit 2 20 1 statements /�steitmənts/ She rang up to query her credit card statement. 

Unit 2 21 1 slavish /�sleiviʃ/ He insists on a slavish adherence to the rules. 

Unit 2 21 1 recoil /ri�kɔil/ She recoiled from his touch as if she had been slapped. 

Unit 2 21 1 decreed /di�kri�d/ Her father decreed that she had to be in by midnight. 

Unit 2 21 1 mutiny /�mju�təni/ He led a mutiny against the captain. 

Unit 2 21 1 humiliate /hju��milieit/ Her boss humiliated her in front of all her colleagues. 

Unit 2 21 1 manipulative /mə�nipjələtiv/ She was sly, selfish, and manipulative. 

Unit 2 21 1 swell /swel/ Her ankle was already starting to swell. 

Unit 2 21 1 expense /ik�spens/ Buying designer clothes only swells their bank balance at the expense of mine. 

Unit 2 21 1 pop into /�pɒp �intə, �intυ/ I popped into the shop for a browse through the sale rack. 

Unit 2 21 1 gear /�iə/ His wardrobe was stuffed with designer gear. 

Unit 2 21 1 insecure /�insi�kjυə/ She's very insecure about her appearance. 

Unit 2 21 1 discernment /di�s��nmənt/ The woman's taste and discernment was impeccable. 

Unit 2 21 1 garment /��ɑ�mənt/ She pulled the garment on and zipped it up. 

Unit 2 21 1 ration /�r�ʃən/ Sheila tries to keep herself to a ration of one bar of chocolate a week. 

Unit 2 21 1 nugget /�n
�it/ Finding a true bargain in that shop is akin to finding a nugget of gold! 

Unit 2 21 1 immense /i�mens/ People who travel by rail still read an immense amount. 

Unit 2 21 1 flea-markets /�fli� �mɑ�kits/ I love going to the flea-markets to rummage for bargains. 

Unit 2 21 1 rummage /�r
mid/ Looks like someone's been rummaging around in my desk. 

Unit 2 21 1 one-off /�w
n �ɒf/ It's yours for a one-off payment of only £200. 

Unit 2 21 1 posh /pɒʃ/ William went to a posh private school. 

Unit 2 21 1 compatriots /kəm�p�triəts/ My compatriots and I decided to start a 'Brits abroad' club. 

Unit 2 21 1 browse /braυz/ Jon was browsing through the photographs looking for a view of the Eiffel Tower. 

Unit 2 21 1 fascination /�f�sə�neiʃən/ The police knew of his fascination with guns. 
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Unit 2 21 1 vulnerable /�v
lnərəbəl/ He took advantage of me when I was at my most vulnerable. 

Unit 2 21 1 reinforces /�ri�in�fɔ�siz/ When I was given a reward for handing in the wallet, it reinforced my belief that honesty is the 
best policy. 

Unit 2 22 4 significant /si��nifikənt/ His most significant political achievement was the abolition of the death penalty. 

Unit 2 22 4 enhancement /in�hɑ�nsmənt/ I knew that career enhancement was his motivating force, and didn't entirely trust him. 

Unit 2 22 4 motivation /�məυti�veiʃən/ The company is really making efforts to improve employees' motivation. 

Unit 2 22 4 mutually /�mju�tʃuəli/ We eventually arrived at a figure that was mutually acceptable. 

Unit 2 22 4 beneficial /�benə�fiʃəl/ The company released a drug that has a beneficial effect on the immune system. 

Unit 2 22 4 donate /dəυ�neit/ Last year he donated £1000 to cancer research. 

Unit 2 23 1 auction /�ɔ�kʃən/ The house was sold at auction. 

Unit 2 23 2 hassle /�h�səl/ I don't feel like cooking tonight, it's too much hassle. 

Unit 2 23 2 throwaway /�θrəυəwei/ It was only a throwaway comment – I didn't really think about what I was saying. 

Unit 2 23 2 clutter up /�kl
tər �
p/ Their home was cluttered up with 'souvenirs' of foreign holidays. 

Unit 2 23 2 frustration /fr
�streiʃən/ People often feel a sense of frustration that they are not being promoted quickly enough. 

Unit 2 23 2 angles /��ŋ�əlz/ Claire tried to approach the problem from a different angle. 

Unit 2 23 2 enticing /in�taisiŋ/ It was a hot day, and the cool water looked enticing. 

Unit 2 23 2 bidders /�bidəz/ It is better if the toy cars are still in their boxes in order to attract potential bidders. 

Unit 2 23 2 insurance /in�ʃυərəns/ Your father took out insurance to cover the mortgage. 

Unit 2 23 2 despatch /di�sp�tʃ/ He went to the Post Office to despatch the parcel. 

Unit 2 23 2 breed /bri�d/ Spaniels are my favourite breed of dog. 

Unit 2 23 2 facilitator /fə�siliteitə/ The online auction facilitator wanted 15% of the sale price. 

Unit 2 23 2 frank /fr�ŋk/ He was completely frank with her about what happened. 

Unit 2 23 2 potent /�pəυtənt/ He had taken a mixture of potent drugs, and had to have his stomach pumped.  

Unit 2 23 2 commit /kə�mit/ Women commit fewer crimes than men. 

Unit 2 24 1 far-fetched /�fɑ� �fetʃt/ All this may sound a bit far-fetched, but companies are already developing 'intelligent' homes. 

Unit 2 24 1 air-tight /�eə tait/ Dad always packs my lunch in an air-tight container. 

Unit 2 24 1 long/short-term /�lɒŋ �t��m, �ʃɔ�t �t��m/ The board decided a short-term strategy was needed to improve sales. 

Unit 2 24 1 level-headed /�levəl �hedid/ The third applicant was extremely level-headed, and she got the job. 

Unit 2 24 1 quick-witted /�kwik �witid/ Toby was quick-witted and entertaining. 

Unit 2 24 1 long-standing /�lɒŋ �st�ndiŋ/ Mary is a long-standing member of the committee. 

Unit 2 24 2 notified /�nəυtifaid/ The doctor asked to be notified of any change in the patient's condition. 
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Unit 2 24 2 economist /i�kɒnəmist/ The economists forecast a change from a bull to a bear market. 

Unit 2 24 2 inclined /in�klaind/ Arthur has some strange ideas, but on this occasion I'm inclined to agree with him. 

Unit 2 24 3 unique /ju��ni�k/ We've been given a unique opportunity to study these rare creatures. 

Unit 2 24 3 loan /ləυn/ To pay off his credit-card debts he asked the bank for a loan of £60,000. 

Unit 2 recording script vocabulary 1 exercise 4 unethical /
n�eθikəl/ The doctor was accused of unethical medical practices. 

Unit 2 recording script vocabulary 1 exercise 4 bullet /�bυlət/ It was way below the asking price but the best deal I could get, so I had to bite the bullet and 
accept it. 

Unit 2 recording script vocabulary 1 exercise 4 adhering /əd�hiəriŋ/ We'd been adhering to the plan, but it just wasn't working. 

Unit 2 24 5 hard up /�hɑ�d �
p/ I'm a bit hard up at the moment – can you lend me some money? 

Unit 2 24 5 run-down /�r
n �daυn/ He'd been sleeping on the streets and was run-down and ill.  

Unit 2 24 5 compensation /�kɒmpən�seiʃən/ The company paid her compensation for injuries sustained at work. 

Unit 2 24 5 worn out /�wɔ�n �aυt/ You must be absolutely worn out after walking all that way. 

Unit 2 24 5 well-off /�wel �ɒf/ She's from a well-off family, and goes to a private school.  

Unit 2 24 5 burnt out /�b��nt �aυt/ Sally worked too hard and was burnt out before she was 40. 

Unit 2 24 5 fed up /�fed �
p/ She felt tired and a bit fed up. 

Unit 2 25 2 interpreted /in�t��pritid/ She was giving out mixed signals, and he wasn't sure how to interpret them. 

Unit 2 25 2 contentment /kən�tentmənt/ He gave a sigh of contentment, and fell asleep with a smile on his face. 

Unit 2 25 2 essentials /i�senʃəlz/ We are living in a materialistic society where luxuries are becoming essentials. 

Unit 2 25 2 consumerism /kən�sju�mərizəm/ For most people, the growth of consumerism has led to a growth of debt. 

Unit 2 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 perceptions /pə�sepʃənz/ She was a woman of acute perceptions, who could see the cause of a problem straight away. 

Unit 2 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 yearn /j��n/ Hannah yearned for a child, but she couldn't get pregnant. 

Unit 2 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 emulate /�emjəleit/ Young had hoped to emulate the success of Douglas Wilder. 

Unit 2 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 booming /�bu�miŋ/ Against all expectations, most high-street stores had booming sales at Christmas.  

Unit 2 25 3 extent /ik�stent/ We all to some extent remember the good times and forget the bad. 

Unit 2 26 1 memorable /�memərəbəl/ We want to make this a truly memorable day for the children. 

Unit 2 26 1 jingles /�diŋ�əlz/ It’s important for a TV ad to have a memorable jingle. 

Unit 2 26 1 moral /�mɒrəl/ It is easy to have an opinion on a moral issue like the death penalty for murder. 

Unit 2 26 1 judgements /�d
dmənts/ Some of the judgements handed down were too lenient. 

Unit 2 26 1 standpoints /�st�ndpɔints/ He had taken a particular standpoint on the issue, and wouldn't budge from it. 

Unit 2 26 2 mental /�mentl/ The centre provides help for people suffering from mental illness. 

Unit 2 26 2 vivid /�vivid/ I've got vivid memories of that summer. 
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Unit 2 26 2 vibrant /�vaibrənt/ Hong Kong is a vibrant, fascinating city. 

Unit 2 26 2 grab /�r�b/ I grabbed my bag and ran off. 

Unit 2 26 3 overt /�əυv��t, əυ�v��t/ It was an overt attempt to silence their political opponents. 

Unit 2 26 3 commercial /kə�m��ʃəl/ Our top priorities must be profit and commercial growth. 

Unit 2 26 3 hoardings /�hɔ�diŋz/ Red paint had been splashed across all the hoardings advertising the event. 

Unit 2 26 3 targeted /�tɑ��itid/ After much discussion, the sales team decided that targeted advertising would be the first step in 
the campaign. 

Unit 2 26 3 flyers /�flaiəz/ Jess complained to her MP about the number of unwanted flyers she was receiving. 

Unit 2 26 3 pop-ups /�pɒp 
ps/ Pop-ups on websites are an absolute nuisance!  

Unit 2 26 3 format /�fɔ�m�t/ The courses were run to a consistent format. 

Unit 2 26 3 airtime /�eətaim/ Advertisers have bought airtime on all the major TV networks. 

Unit 2 26 3 covert /�k
vət, �kəυv��t/ He was accused of covert operations against the government. 

Unit 2 26 3 subliminal /s
b�limənəl/ The company was accused of sending subliminal messages through their TV adverts. 

Unit 2 26 3 controversially /�kɒntrə�v��ʃəli/ Controversially, the women were insisting on equal pay with the men. 

Unit 2 26 3 virtual /�v��tʃuəl/ Car ownership is a virtual necessity when you live in the country. 

Unit 2 26 3 billboards /�bilbɔ�dz/ I especially liked the billboard that read 'Buckle up, baby, it's the law.' 

Unit 2 26 3 inserted /in�s��tid/ The brand manager was constantly seeking ways of inserting their products into films 
and TV programmes. 

Unit 2 26 3 authentic /ɔ��θentik/ This restaurant only serves authentic French food. 

Unit 2 27 2 concept /�kɒnsept/ The hospital believed in the concept of total patient care.  

Unit 2 27 2 branding /�br�ndiŋ/ The company were well aware that branding was key to the success of their latest product. 

Unit 2 27 2 distinguish /di�stiŋ�wiʃ/ His attorney argued that Cope could not distinguish between right and wrong. 

Unit 2 27 2 reflect /ri�flekt/ She could see her own face; it was reflected in the car's windscreen. 

Unit 2 27 2 exposed /ik�spəυzd/ We are all exposed to the power of advertising, and my children seem particularly vulnerable! 

Unit 2 27 2 phenomenon /fi�nɒmənən/ The iPhone was the latest phenomenon to hit the mobile phone world. 

Unit 2 27 2 impact /�imp�kt/ We need to assess the impact of air travel on climate change. 

Unit 2 27 2 obtained /əb�teind/ He obtained a great deal of satisfaction by anonymously donating to good causes. 

Unit 2 27 3 generalisations /�denərəlai�zeiʃənz/ He was always making sweeping generalisations about the state of the nation. 

Unit 2 27 4 portrays /pɔ��treiz/ She's a born troublemaker, but always manages to portray a picture of innocence! 

Unit 2 28 2 disaster /di�zɑ�stə/ One hundred and twenty people died in China's worst air disaster. 

Unit 2 28 2 downside /�daυnsaid/ Digital cell phones offer more security, but the downside is that they have less power. 

Unit 2 28 2 persuasive /pə�sweisiv/ Trevor can be very persuasive when he wants you to do something. 
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Unit 2 28 2 bids /bidz/ He tried to sell his car on the internet, but there were no bids!  

Unit 2 28 2 cheque /tʃek/ They sent me a cheque for £100. 

Unit 2 28 2 bounced /baυnst/ Gran couldn't understand why her cheque bounced, as she had plenty of money in her account. 

Unit 2 28 2 hindsight /�haindsait/ With hindsight, I should have seen the warning signs. 

Unit 2 28 2 naïve /nai�i�v/ Surely you can't be so naïve that you believe everything he tells you? 

Unit 2 28 2 backs /b�ks/ They knew it was a rough area and they would have to watch their backs. 

Unit 2 28 2 updating /
p�deitiŋ/ He decided to save up and update the software on his computer. 

Unit 2 28 2 loss /lɒs/ She was taken completely by surprise and was at a loss to know what to do. 

Unit 3 
    

Unit 3 30 1 conflicting /kən�fliktiŋ/ The twins had conflicting views on nearly every subject. 

Unit 3 30 2 contestants /kən�testənts/ Although they were contestants in the same competition, they were the best of friends. 

Unit 3 30 2 idealistic /�aidiə�listik/ Bill's an idealistic young doctor, and works all hours. 

Unit 3 30 2 conscientious /�kɒnʃi�enʃəs/ A conscientious teacher may feel inclined to take work home. 

Unit 3 30 2 ambitious /�m�biʃəs/ Alfred was intensely ambitious, obsessed with the idea of becoming rich. 

Unit 3 30 2 self-conscious /�self �kɒnʃəs/ Jerry's pretty self-conscious about his weight. 

Unit 3 30 2 taciturn /�t�sit��n/ He keeps himself to himself and is quite taciturn, but is always the first to respond when someone 
needs help. 

Unit 3 30 2 trustworthy /�tr
st�w��ði/ The police suspected the housekeeper, but her employer said she was completely trustworthy. 

Unit 3 30 2 trouble-shooter /�tr
bəl �ʃu�tə/ Jack's a trouble-shooter – he searches for the source of a problem so that it can be solved.  

Unit 3 30 2 reliable /ri�laiəbəl/ What the country needs is a cheap and reliable source of electricity. 

Unit 3 30 2 supportive /sə�pɔ�tiv/ My family were very supportive throughout the divorce. 

Unit 3 31 2 high-spirited /�hai �spirətid/ She's very high-spirited and is good fun at parties. 

Unit 3 31 2 undisciplined /
n�disəplind/ Their children are totally undisciplined, and have no manners. 

Unit 3 31 2 fools /fu�lz/ He's a good manager, but strict, and doesn't suffer fools gladly. 

Unit 3 31 2 extrovert /�ekstrəv��t/ Izzy was a friendly, extrovert person who made friends easily. 

Unit 3 31 2 quick-tempered /�kwik �tempəd/ He was very quick-tempered, and took offence where none was meant.. 

Unit 3 31 2 assertive /ə�s��tiv/ Conrad has a very assertive personality which some people find annoying. 

Unit 3 31 2 self-opinionated /�self ə�pinjəneitid/ Jess is completely self-opinionated and never listens to anyone else's point of view. 

Unit 3 31 2 confrontational /�kɒnfrən�teiʃənəl/ His confrontational style of management made him deeply unpopular. 

Unit 3 31 2 trample /�tr�mpəl/ There was a small fence to stop people trampling on the flowers. 
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Unit 3 31 2 empathise /�empəθaiz/ Her success as a Human Resources manager was due mainly to her ability to  

empathise with people. 
Unit 3 31 2 sincere /sin�siə/ I would like to say a sincere thank you to everyone who has helped and supported me. 

Unit 3 31 2 sentimental /�senti�mentl/ She said a sentimental goodbye. 

Unit 3 31 Watch out sensible /�sensəbəl/ He seems very sensible and unlikely to panic. 

Unit 3 31 Watch out sympathise /�simpəθaiz/ It is difficult to sympathise with someone who is always complaining. 

Unit 3 31 1 deduction /di�d
kʃən/ Children will soon make deductions about the meaning of a word. 

Unit 3 31 1 prohibition /�prəυhi�biʃən/ The prohibition of the sale of firearms will not be welcomed by everyone.  

Unit 3 32 2 voluntary /�vɒləntəri/ Elizabeth works for a voluntary organisation providing help for the elderly. 

Unit 3 32 2 shop floor /�ʃɒp �flɔ�/ The chairwoman started her working life on the shop floor. 

Unit 3 32 2 compulsory /kəm�p
lsəri/ The threat of compulsory redundancies came as a shock to the workforce. 

Unit 3 33 2 laugh it off /�lɑ�f it �ɒf/ He was always criticising her clothes, but she never got angry and just laughed it off. 

Unit 3 33 2 stand out /�st�nd �aυt/ The outlines of rooftops and chimneys stood out against the pale sky. 

Unit 3 33 2 tongue /t
ŋ/ He just couldn't get his tongue around some of those Scottish placenames. 

Unit 3 33 2 split up /�split �
p/ Steve's parents split up when he was four. 

Unit 3 33 2 redundant /ri�d
ndənt/ Seventy factory workers were made redundant in the resulting cuts. 

Unit 3 33 2 snap /sn�p/ He was the type of manager who made snap decisions without thinking of the consequences. 

Unit 3 33 2 tease /ti�z/ Don't get upset. I was only teasing. 

Unit 3 33 2 distinctive /di�stiŋktiv/ She has a very distinctive walk; I'd know her a mile away. 

Unit 3 34 2 tread /tred/ Sorry, did I tread on your foot? 

Unit 3 34 3 gender /�dendə/ The artwork showed people of different ethnicity and gender. 

Unit 3 34 3 context /�kɒntekst/ The celebrity claimed that his quote had been used completely out of context.  

Unit 3 35 3 arrogant /��rə�ənt/ He was unbearably arrogant and self-absorbed. 

Unit 3 35 3 glib /�lib/ He's always making glib generalisations which mean nothing at all. 

Unit 3 35 3 formula /�fɔ�mjələ/ We're still searching for a peace formula. 

Unit 3 35 3 backing down /�b�kiŋ �daυn/ The MP has refused to back down after his attack on the Prime Minister. 

Unit 3 35 3 counsellor /�kaυnsələ/ Have you thought of seeing a marriage guidance counsellor? 

Unit 3 35 3 diminishing /di�miniʃiŋ/ Their hopes of being rescued were fast diminishing. 

Unit 3 35 3 single-minded /�siŋ�əl �maindid/ His wife has a single-minded devotion to duty. 

Unit 3 35 3 rush into /�r
ʃ �intə, �intυ/ The opportunity seemed too good to miss, but I didn't want to rush into it. 

Unit 3 35 3 merit /�merit/ The results have been encouraging enough to merit further investigation. 
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Unit 3 35 3 outburst /�aυtb��st/ He calmed down, and later apologised for his outburst. 

Unit 3 35 3 terrain /te�rein, tə�/ The CEO was accused of preparing the terrain for a possible takeover bid by a rival company. 

Unit 3 35 3 fallible /�f�ləbəl/ Humans are fallible – we all make mistakes. 

Unit 3 35 3 conducts /kən�d
kts/ The guide conducted us down a narrow path towards the castle. 

Unit 3 35 3 resolving /ri�zɒlviŋ/ They seemed to be at an impasse, and I decided to try and resolve the conflict. 

Unit 3 35 3 disputes /di�spju�ts/ Pay disputes upset production schedules. 

Unit 3 35 3 lawsuits /�lɔ�su�ts, �sju�ts/ She took out a lawsuit against the company for sexual harassment. 

Unit 3 35 3 stubborn /�st
bən/ Why are you so stubborn? Must you always do the opposite of what I say? 

Unit 3 35 3 trivial /�triviəl/ We were severely punished for the most trivial offences. 

Unit 3 35 3 escalate /�eskəleit/ Her fear was escalating into panic. 

Unit 3 35 3 token /�təυkən/ Please accept this gift as a small token of our appreciation. 

Unit 3 35 3 sulking /�s
lkiŋ/ Gemma always sulks if she doesn't get her way! 

Unit 3 35 3 promulgating /�prɒməl�eitiŋ/ A new law was promulgated by the city fathers. 

Unit 3 35 3 potency /�pəυtənsi/ I was impressed by the potency of his arguments. 

Unit 3 34 4 gratitude /��r�titju�d/ Tears of gratitude filled her eyes. 

Unit 3 34 4 quoted /�kwəυtid/ No man is an island' is a saying that is often quoted. 

Unit 3 34 4 feuds /fju�dz/ There had been a feud between the two families for generations. 

Unit 3 36 1 compromise /�kɒmprəmaiz/ Compromise is an inevitable part of marriage. 

Unit 3 36 2 revenge /ri�vend/ He took revenge on his employers by setting fire to the factory. 

Unit 3 36 2 even /�i�vən/ He'd treated her badly, and she was determined to get even. 

Unit 3 36 2 rooted /�ru�tid/ She had a deeply rooted mistrust of 'free offers'. 

Unit 3 36 2 limbic /�limbik/ Revenge and fear are just two of the emotions that come from the brain's limbic system. 

Unit 3 36 2 evolved /i�vɒlvd/ The British political system has evolved over hundreds of years. 

Unit 3 36 2 cerebral /�serəbrəl/ A cerebral haemorrhage is commonly referred to as a kind of stroke. 

Unit 3 36 2 cortex /�kɔ�teks/ The cerebral cortex is responsible for 'high-order' functions such as language and  
information processing. 

Unit 3 36 2 negotiation /ni��əυʃi�eiʃən/ The negotiations with the company had reached a crucial stage. 

Unit 3 37 1 acquaintances /ə�kweintənsiz/ We discovered we had mutual acquaintances from our university days. 

Unit 3 37 1 siblings /�sibliŋz/ Jenny only had one sibling – a brother who was nine years older. 

Unit 3 38 2 electrodes /i�lektrəυdz/ Placing electrodes on very exact locations in the brain can be used to relieve pain. 

Unit 3 38 2 contraction /kən�tr�kʃən/ The pregnant woman was having contractions every 40 minutes. 
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Unit 3 38 2 induced /in�dju�st/ The doctor decided to artificially induce the baby. 

Unit 3 38 2 tell-tale /�tel teil/ She has all the tell-tale signs of drug abuse. 

Unit 3 38 2 crinkles /�kriŋkəlz/ You could tell she smiled a lot from the crinkles around her eyes. 

Unit 3 38 2 assessment /ə�sesmənt/ What's Michael's assessment of the situation? 

Unit 3 38 2 conciliation /kən�sili�eiʃən/ Conciliation talks between the two sides proved to be very beneficial. 

Unit 3 38 2 truce /tru�s/ They agreed to call a truce before any more people got killed. 

Unit 3 38 3 thereby /ðeə�bai/ He became a citizen in 1978, thereby gaining the right to vote. 

Unit 3 38 3 reckon /�rekən/ Do you reckon he'll agree to see us? 

Unit 3 39 4 enables /i�neibəlz/ The money he won on the lottery enabled him to stop work and set off to see the world. 

Unit 3 39 4 differentiate /�difə�renʃieit/ It's important to differentiate between fact and opinion. 

Unit 3 40 4 top /tɒp/ I admit I did go a bit over the top decorating the Christmas tree this year! 

Unit 3 40 4 project /prə�dekt/ The company projected an annual growth rate of 3%. 

Unit 3 40 4 monosyllabic /�mɒnəυsi�l�bik/ He only made monosyllabic replies to my questions. 

Unit 4 
    

Unit 4 42 title boundaries /�baυndəriz/ The dresses were ugly, and everyone agreed the designer had pushed the boundaries of good 
taste over the limit. 

Unit 4 42 3 reference /�refərəns/ There is no direct reference to her own childhood in the novel. 

Unit 4 42 3 hypothesis /hai�pɒθəsis/ One hypothesis is that the victim fell asleep while driving. 

Unit 4 42 3 outcome /�aυtk
m/ No-one was prepared to predict the outcome of the election. 

Unit 4 42 3 reductionist /ri�d
kʃənist/ Some critics believe that a reductionist approach to science is incorrect. 

Unit 4 42 3 components /kəm�pəυnənts/ He put all the components in one place before trying to assemble the kit. 

Unit 4 42 3 maximise /�m�ksimaiz/ Bob should really make more of a effort to maximise his potential. 

Unit 4 42 3 benefit /�benəfit/ My optician outlined the benefits of contact lenses. 

Unit 4 recording script speaking exercise 1.2 tablets /�t�blits/ The doctor told her to take the tablets every day. 

Unit 4 recording script speaking exercise 1.2 drawbacks /�drɔ�b�ks/ Jon could see several drawbacks to this method of dealing with the problem. 

Unit 4 recording script speaking exercise 1.2 harmful /�hɑ�mfəl/ The harmful effects of cigarettes led to the ban on smoking in public places. 

Unit 4 recording script speaking exercise 1.2 plasma /�pl�zmə/ Leela says she's going to buy a plasma TV just before the Olympic Games. 

Unit 4 recording script speaking exercise 1.2 satellite /�s�təlait/ It would be interesting to know just how many communications and weather satellites are 
circling the Earth. 

Unit 4 43 2 gadgets /���dits/ Mum has all kinds of gadgets in the kitchen. 

Unit 4 44 2 keep up with /�ki�p �
p wið, wiθ/ He has some many hobbies I can't keep up with them all! 
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Unit 4 44 2 sci-fi /�sai fai/ She has a great collection of sci-fi books, and has read every one! 

Unit 4 44 2 taken up /�teikən �
p/ When the rain began to pelt down, I wished I'd taken up her offer of a lift home. 

Unit 4 44 2 lift /lift/ Do you want a lift to work in the morning? 

Unit 4 44 3 cosmetic surgery /kɒz�metik �s��dəri/ These days more and more people are having cosmetic surgery to change their appearance. 

Unit 4 44 3 broadcasting /�brɔ�dkɑ�stiŋ/ Tina finally got a break, and began her career in TV broadcasting. 

Unit 4 44 3 transplants /�tr�nsplɑ�nts/ The first heart transplant in the UK took place on 3 May 1968 at the National Heart Hospital in 
Marylebone, London.  

Unit 4 44 3 genetic engineering /də�netik endə�niəriŋ/ Many people are opposed to genetic engineering on moral grounds. 

Unit 4 45 exam focus paper 4 
listening 

constraints /kən�streints/ There are lawful constraints on immoral behaviour. 

Unit 4 45 exam focus paper 4 
listening 

spur /sp��/ We would often decide what to play on the spur of the moment. 

Unit 4 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

initially /i�niʃəli/ Stan initially wanted to go to medical school, but changed his mind. 

Unit 4 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

curriculum /kə�rikjələm/ Languages are an essential part of the school curriculum. 

Unit 4 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

broaden /�brɔ�dn/ The course helps school-leavers broaden their knowledge of the world of work. 

Unit 4 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

hurdle /�h��dl/ Finding enough money for the project was the first hurdle. 

Unit 4 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

commitments /kə�mitmənts/ I’d like to go on the course, but I have too many commitments at home. 

Unit 4 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

white-water rafting /�wait wɔ�tə �rɑ�ftiŋ/ On our holiday, we went white-water rafting down the river. 

Unit 4 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

resilient /ri�ziliənt/ Children are often very resilient, and take most things in their stride. 

Unit 4 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

spats /sp�ts/ It was a long journey, and there were a few spats and tears between the children. 

Unit 4 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

hassle-free /�h�səl �fri�/ The manager was on holiday, and it was another hassle-free day in the office. 

Unit 4 46 2 hastily /�heistəli/ The press were told of the minister's resignation at a hastily arranged news conference. 

Unit 4 46 2 coined /kɔind/ Who coined that expression? 

Unit 4 46 2 term /t��m/ Femininity is still defined in terms of beauty. 

Unit 4 46 2 tolerance /�tɒlərəns/ Britain is well known for its tolerance towards religious minorities. 

Unit 4 46 2 ejection /i�dekʃən/ The reason for their ejection from the club was never made public. 

Unit 4 46 2 excess /ik�ses/ Josh earns well in excess of £100,000. 

Unit 4 46 2 sensors /�sensəz/ The EKG sensor enabled the doctor to investigate the electrical signals generated by the 
patient's heart.  

Unit 4 46 2 deemed /di�md/ I didn't deem it necessary for her to be in before midnight. 
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Unit 4 46 2 vital /�vaitl/ The work she does is absolutely vital to our success. 

Unit 4 46 2 integral /�inti�rəl/ Vegetables are an integral part of our diet. 

Unit 4 46 2 aviation /�eivi�eiʃən/ Matthew wanted a job in the aviation industry; he loved planes. 

Unit 4 46 2 two-pin plug /�tu� pin �pl
�/ My electric toothbrush has a two-pin plug. 

Unit 4 46 2 derived /di�raivd/ Sophie derived a lot of pleasure from baking. 

Unit 4 46 2 pedigree /�pedi�ri�/ Founded in 1781, the school has an excellent pedigree. 

Unit 4 46 2 register /�redistə/ The oil tanker is registered in Rotterdam. 

Unit 4 46 2 hitch-hiked /�hitʃ haikt/ The boys hitch-hiked from London to Edinburgh. 

Unit 4 47 2 premise /�premis/ He'd planned the holiday on the premise that she would love snorkelling, but she  
couldn't even swim. 

Unit 4 47 2 eliminate /i�liməneit/ A credit card eliminates the need for cash or cheques. 

Unit 4 47 2 wounded /�wu�ndid/ The wounded sailor was taken to hospital by helicopter. 

Unit 4 47 2 ambush /��mbυʃ/ The soldiers were killed in an ambush. 

Unit 4 47 2 spectrum /�spektrəm/ There appeared to be a wide spectrum of opinion on the subject. 

Unit 4 47 2 defensive /di�fensiv/ The prince drew up his forces in a strong defensive position. 

Unit 4 47 2 circumvent /�s��kəm�vent/ The company opened an account abroad, in order to circumvent the tax laws. 

Unit 4 47 2 variant /�veəriənt/ This game is a variant of netball. 

Unit 4 47 2 depicted /di�piktid/ The picture depicted 'The Charge of the Light Brigade'. 

Unit 4 47 2 asteroid /��stərɔid/ In the film, the starship had to negotiate its way through a belt of asteroids. 

Unit 4 47 2 miners /�mainəz/ The coal miners were trapped underground after the explosion. 

Unit 4 47 2 worshipped /�w��ʃipt/ He worshipped the ground she walked on. 

Unit 4 47 2 new-fangled /�nju� f�ŋ�əld/ Bill's an inventor and is always coming up with new-fangled ideas. 

Unit 4 47 2 escalators /�eskəleitəz/ The escalators had broken down, so we took the lift. 

Unit 4 47 1 praises /�preiziz/ Mrs Smith often praises your maths homework. 

Unit 4 47 1 exaggerated /i��z�dəreitid/ The revenue figures may be slightly exaggerated. 

Unit 4 recording script listening exercise 1 debated /di�beitid/ When the Oxford Union debated Free Speech the meeting was disrupted by protestors.  

Unit 4 recording script listening exercise 1 evolution /�i�və�lu�ʃən/ The newspaper headline screamed: 'Evolution not Revolution!' 

Unit 4 recording script listening exercise 1 obsession /əb�seʃən/ Gambling became an obsession, and he eventually lost everything. 

Unit 4 recording script listening exercise 1 medieval /�medi�i�vəl/ These spices were first brought to Italy from the East in medieval times. 

Unit 4 recording script listening exercise 1 racy /�reisi/ I knew it was quite a racy novel and was surprised to see Gran reading it. 

Unit 4 recording script listening exercise 1 budgerigars /�b
dəri�ɑ�z/ Mr Smith had bred and exhibited budgerigars for 25 years. 
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Unit 4 recording script listening exercise 1 hype /haip/ Some experts are concerned that the new drug won't live up to all the hype. 

Unit 4 recording script listening exercise 1 carotenoids /kə�rɒtənɔidz/ Food sources of carotenoids include carrots, sweet potatoes, spinach, kale and tomatoes. 

Unit 4 48 1 mishaps /�mish�ps/ We had a few mishaps along the way, but we got there in the end. 

Unit 4 48 1 mould /məυld/ Another method, used especially for figures, was to pour the clay into a mould. 

Unit 4 48 1 Petri dish /�pi�tri diʃ/ The scientist was using a Petri dish to culture cells. 

Unit 4 48 1 fluke /flu�k/ He agreed that the second goal was a fluke. 

Unit 4 48 1 sterile /�sterail/ Radiotherapy has left her permanently sterile. 

Unit 4 48 1 compounds /�kɒmpaυndz/ The compound consisted of two simple but different substances. 

Unit 4 48 1 bacterial /b�k�tiəriəl/ She was suffering from a bacterial infection. 

Unit 4 48 1 carnation /kɑ��neiʃən/ The carnations and roses were wilting because they hadn't been watered. 

Unit 4 48 1 bloom /blu�m/ She was positively blooming the last time I saw her. 

Unit 4 48 1 properties /�prɒpətiz/ The local people claimed that the properties of the sap from the tree gave miraculous cures. 

Unit 4 48 1 legend /�ledənd/ According to legend, St George slew the dragon and saved the life of the King's daughter. 

Unit 4 48 1 bucket /�b
kit/ He doused himself with a bucket of water.  

Unit 4 48 1 contaminated /kən�t�mineitid/ Several outbreaks of infection have been traced to contaminated food. 

Unit 4 48 1 sap /s�p/ What happens to the sap of a tree in winter? 

Unit 4 48 1 cathode /�k�θəυd/ Cathode rays are used in some television sets. 

Unit 4 48 1 tube /tju�b/ Television is based on the development of the cathode ray tube. 

Unit 4 48 1 fluorescent /�flυə�resənt/ Suzi bought a fluorescent pink T-shirt. 

Unit 4 48 1 skeleton /�skelətən/ The children were so thin, they looked like walking skeletons. 

Unit 4 48 2 botany /�bɒtəni/ She is interested in botany, and is always going on field trips to study plants. 

Unit 4 48 2 credible /�kredəbəl/ He was unable to give a credible explanation for his behaviour. 

Unit 4 48 2 diagnosis /�daiə��nəυsis/ When he gave her the diagnosis she asked for a second opinion. 

Unit 4 49 3 wireless /�waiələs/ We decided to opt for a wireless broadband connection. 

Unit 4 50 1 bend /bend/ Lee bent over and kissed her. 

Unit 4 50 1 curl /k��l/ Mary was busy curling her hair. 

Unit 4 50 1 twist /twist/ He twisted his head slightly, and looked up at her. 

Unit 4 50 1 haul /hɔ�l/ She hauled her backpack onto her back. 

Unit 4 50 1 hack /h�k/ She hacked away at the ice, trying to make a hole. 

Unit 4 50 1 probe /prəυb/ I don't want to probe too deeply into your personal affairs. 
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Unit 4 50 1 prioritise /prai�ɒritaiz/ He tries to do everything at once instead of prioritising his activities. 

Unit 4 50 1 rank /r�ŋk/ I always try to prioritise my work by ranking my tasks in order of importance. 

Unit 4 50 2 utterly /�
təli/ You look utterly miserable – what's wrong? 

Unit 4 50 2 hilarious /hi�leəriəs/ He knew some hilarious stories, and had us all in stitches. 

Unit 4 50 3 view /vju�/ From his point of view it was the right decision to make. 

Unit 4 50 3 proof /pru�f/ She was unable to produce proof of her identity so the police took her into custody. 

Unit 4 50 3 pack /p�k/ When I asked him what had happened he told me nothing but a pack of lies. 

Unit 4 50 3 fate /feit/ By a curious twist of fate, we bumped into each other 10 years later as we had both booked the 
same cruise! 

Unit 4 50 3 curiosity /�kjυəri�ɒsəti/ A sense of curiosity got the better of me, so I peeked through the door to see what she looked 
like. 

Unit 4 50 4 root /ru�t/ The root of the problem was his inability to save money. 

Unit 4 50 4 blue /blu�/ His proposal came out of the blue, and I sat stunned. 

Unit 4 50 4 foot /fυt/ My dad said he'd foot the bill for the wedding – which was a huge relief to me and Roger. 

Unit 4 50 4 science /�saiəns/ Giving birth isn't rocket science – it's much harder than that! 

Unit 4 51 exam focus paper 3  
Use of English 

committee /kə�miti/ The International Committee of the Red Cross is based in Geneva, Switzerland. 

Unit 4 51 exam focus paper 3  
Use of English 

eclipse /i�klips/ The total eclipse of the sun is the most spectacular sight in nature. 

Unit 4 51 exam focus paper 3  
Use of English 

bulk /b
lk/ Gran always buys her teabags in bulk at the supermarket. 

Unit 4 51 exam focus paper 3  
Use of English 

deteriorated /di�tiəriəreitid/ The condition of the house had deteriorated badly since they had moved in. 

Unit 4 51 exam focus paper 3  
Use of English 

pharmaceutical /�fɑ�mə�sju�tikəl/ My brother works in the pharmaceutical industry, researching cancer drugs. 

Unit 4 51 exam focus paper 3  
Use of English 

minerals /�minərəlz/ The company specialised in extracting minerals form waste products.  

Unit 4 51 exam focus paper 3  
Use of English 

extracted /ik�str�ktid/ The policeman was trying to extract information from the suspects. 

Unit 4 52 2 cited /�saitid/ The prosecution lawyer cited the reasons why he was asking for the death penalty. 

Unit 5 
    

Unit 5 54 2 facilities /fə�silətiz/ The nearest sporting facilities to my home are 40 miles away. 

Unit 5 54 2 innovations /�inə�veiʃənz/ The magazine showed all the latest innovations in computer technology. 

Unit 5 54 2 equipment /i�kwipmənt/ We bought some sleeping bags from a shop selling camping equipment. 

Unit 5 recording scripts listening exercise 2 popping up /�pɒpiŋ �
p/ Gran was always writing little notes, and they were always popping up in the  
most unusual places. 

Unit 5 recording scripts listening exercise 2 boxercise /�bɒksəsaiz/ Boxercise provides a great workout for the upper body!  
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Unit 5 recording scripts listening exercise 3 elite /ei�li�t/ The gallery was showing paintings by an elite group of artists. 

Unit 5 recording scripts listening exercise 3 conservative /kən�s��vətiv/ This government has a very conservative attitude to education. 

Unit 5 recording scripts listening exercise 3 mainstream /�meinstri�m/ Deaf children can often be included in mainstream education. 

Unit 5 recording scripts listening exercise 3 amateurs /��mətəz/ I sometimes think the amateurs can teach the professionals a thing or two about good 
sportsmanship.  

Unit 5 recording scripts listening exercise 3 confined /kən�faind/ The risk of infection is confined to groups such as medical personnel. 

Unit 5 recording scripts listening exercise 3 sponsorship /�spɒnsəʃip/ The expedition is looking for sponsorship from one of the major banks. 

Unit 5 54 4 trampolining /�tr�mpəli�niŋ/ He was keen to join the trampolining class. 

Unit 5 55 1 bobsleigh /�bɒbslei/ Sixteen teams took part in the Olympic bobsleigh competition. 

Unit 5 55 1 addicted /ə�diktid/ Fifty million Americans are thought to be addicted to nicotine. 

Unit 5 55 1 steep /sti�p/ The road became rocky and steep. 

Unit 5 55 1 thrills /θrilz/ The thrills and spills of the Tour de France attract a huge TV audience. 

Unit 5 55 1 kick in /�kik �in/ The storm is expected to kick in shortly after sunrise. 

Unit 5 55 1 mind-blowing /�maind �bləυiŋ/ Erica found sky-diving a mind-blowing experience. 

Unit 5 55 1 overwhelming /�əυvə�welmiŋ/ The prisoner was struck by an overwhelming sense of guilt. 

Unit 5 55 1 funded /�f
ndid/ The charity is not very well funded, and badly needs sponsors. 

Unit 5 55 3 resentful /ri�zentfəl/ She felt resentful at not being promoted. 

Unit 5 55 3 disgusted /dis��
stid/ Disgusted onlookers claimed the driver was more concerned about his car than about the victim. 

Unit 5 55 4 exhausted /i��zɔ�stid/ You look absolutely exhausted – what have you been doing? 

Unit 5 56 1 aspects /��spekts/ The detective was worried by certain aspects of the case. 

Unit 5 56 1 cut back on /�k
t �b�k ɒn/ Jack's cut back on his smoking and is hoping to give up totally. 

Unit 5 56 1 expenditure /ik�spenditʃə/ The budget for expenditure on research and development was slashed last year. 

Unit 5 56 1 fulfilled /fυl�fild/ The wedding arrangements went smoothly and it fulfilled all her expectations. 

Unit 5 56 1 long-held /�lɒŋ �held/ Owning my own home has been one of my long-held dreams. 

Unit 5 56 1 upkeep /�
pki�p/ Most of the money is spent on the upkeep of the building. 

Unit 5 56 1 aspires /ə�spaiəz/ She aspires to be Managing Director in the not-too-distant future. 

Unit 5 57 1 powerboats /�paυəbəυts/ Colin's a speed junkie, and is into racing powerboats. 

Unit 5 57 1 manning /�m�niŋ/ Dad's a reactionary, and is always manning the barricades against change. 

Unit 5 57 1 ratings /�reitiŋz/ The TV programme was extremely popular and was always high in the ratings. 

Unit 5 57 1 astronomically /��strə�nɒmikli/ The rents for the new apartments were astronomically high. 

Unit 5 57 1 craft /krɑ�ft/ Craft of all types are taking place in the race. 
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Unit 5 57 1 navigating /�n�vi�eitiŋ/ He wasn't very good at navigating, and they soon got lost. 

Unit 5 57 1 pumping /�p
mpiŋ/ Jumping out of a plane at 10,000 feet certainly gets your heart pumping! 

Unit 5 57 1 kite buggy /�kait �b
�i/ The wind-powered kite buggy was shooting along at 80 kph. 

Unit 5 57 1 topple out /�tɒpl �aυt/ The baby wasn't strapped in, and toppled out of the pram. 

Unit 5 57 1 whizz about  /�wiz ə�baυt/ He was whizzing about all over the place like an insane person. 

Unit 5 57 1 sheer /ʃiə/ The sheer size of the country makes communications difficult. 

Unit 5 57 1 four stroke /�fɔ� strəυk/ The area was filled with enthusiasts of four-stroke off-road motorcycles. 

Unit 5 57 1 track /tr�k/ The road leading to the farm was little more than a dirt track. 

Unit 5 57 1 tweaking /�twi�kiŋ/ The manuscript needed tweaking here and there, but the publisher thought it would be a best-
seller. 

Unit 5 57 1 masses /�m�siz/ There were masses of people at the rally – more than 1000! 

Unit 5 57 1 circuit /�s��kit/ We did a circuit of the old city. 

Unit 5 57 1 understatement /�
ndə�steitmənt/ To say the movie was bad is an understatement. 

Unit 5 57 1 buzz /b
z/ The incessant buzz of mosquitoes was driving her mad. 

Unit 5 57 1 hectic /�hektik/ I've had a pretty hectic day – we've been busy since 9 o'clock this morning. 

Unit 5 56 2 adjustments /ə�d
stmənts/ The adjustments made to the engine were expensive but necessary. 

Unit 5 56 2 obstruct /əb�str
kt/ A small aircraft was obstructing the runway. 

Unit 5 56 2 reprimanded /�reprimɑ�ndid/ The teacher reprimanded the students for running in the corridor. 

Unit 5 58 2 obedient /ə�bi�diənt/ Josie is an obedient child, but not very bright. 

Unit 5 58 4 instate /in�steit/ He has recently been instated as Minister of Defence. 

Unit 5 58 4 clockwise /�klɒkwaiz/ Screw the lid on clockwise. 

Unit 5 59 Use of English 2 counterfactual /�kaυntə�f�ktʃuəl/ Counterfactual computation is when the result of the computation may be learned without 
actually running the computer. 

Unit 5 59 Use of English 2 conversely /kən�v��sli/ American consumers prefer white eggs; conversely, British buyers like brown eggs. 

Unit 5 59 Use of English 2 hold-up /�həυld 
p/ We didn't get home till midnight due to traffic hold-ups on the motorway. 

Unit 5 recording script speaking exercise 2 board /bɔ�d/ The lecturer asked me to take that point on board before completing the assignment. 

Unit 5 recording script speaking exercise 2 put off /pυt �ɒf/ The match has been put off until tomorrow because of bad weather. 

Unit 5 60 1 rigorous /�ri�ərəs/ The committee has carried out a rigorous analysis of defence needs. 

Unit 5 60 1 joints /dɔints/ The doctor pointed out that jogging was putting more impact on his knee joints, and advised him 
to take up swimming instead. 

Unit 5 60 1 enrol /in�rəυl/ I decided to enrol for the evening class in 'Art for Beginners'. 

Unit 5 60 1 navel /�neivəl/ She wore a jewel in her navel. 
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Unit 5 60 1 spine /spain/ The cadets were told to throw back their shoulders and straighten their spines when on parade. 

Unit 5 60 1 core /kɔ�/ Teachers have to adhere to the national core curriculum. 

Unit 5 60 1 abdominals /əb�dɒminəlz/ He was trying to build his abdominals to get a flat stomach. 

Unit 5 60 1 posture /�pɒstʃə/ Poor posture can lead to muscular problems. 

Unit 5 60 1 muscle tone /�m
səl təυn/ The exercises are supposed to improve your muscle tone. 

Unit 5 61 1 comeback /�k
mb�k/ The miniskirt made a comeback in the late 1980s. 

Unit 5 61 1 setback /�setb�k/ The December elections were a major setback for the party. 

Unit 5 61 1 also-ran /�ɔ�lsəυ r�n/ Ten months ago he was just an also-ran for the Democratic nomination. 

Unit 5 61 1 course /kɔ�s/ I know I need to study more to be on course to win a place at university. 

Unit 5 61 1 postpone /pəυs�pəυn/ The match had to be postponed until next week because of the snow. 

Unit 5 61 2 board /bɔ�d/ At the interview, she was completely above board about her past record. 

Unit 5 61 2 temper /�tempə/ That temper of hers will get her into trouble one of these days. 

Unit 5 61 2 goalposts /��əυlpəυsts/ No sooner had I got into the swing of things than they moved the goalposts. 

Unit 5 61 2 bullseye /�bυlzai/ You could see from her reaction that he'd scored a bullseye with his accusation. 

Unit 5 61 2 deep end /�di�p end/ The boss goes off the deep end if anyone tries to contradict him. 

Unit 5 61 2 pole /pəυl/ He's so far back you wouldn't believe he'd been in pole position at the start of the race. 

Unit 5 61 2 odds /ɒdz/ He pulled through the operation against all the odds. 

Unit 5 61 2 gun /�
n/ You have to keep an eye on Zach, he's always trying to jump the gun. 

Unit 5 61 2 ballgame /�bɔ�l�eim/ Right, team! We won the contract, and it's a different ballgame now! 

Unit 5 61 2 court /kɔ�t/ We've made our offer, the ball is in your court now. 

Unit 5 61 3 sport /spɔ�t/ Be a good sport and give me a lift back into town. 

Unit 5 61 3 count /kaυnt/ I may be behind in the polls at present, but don't count me out yet! 

Unit 5 61 3 distance /�distəns/ He looks like the best candidate, but do you think he'll go the distance? 

Unit 5 61 3 ground /�raυnd/ She was determined to make up ground on her opponents. 

Unit 5 62 2 gliding /��laidiŋ/ On-line gliding has taken off in a big way, and there are now on-line competitions to see who 
flies furthest! 

Unit 5 62 2 consoles /�kɒnsəυlz/ Jon spends most of his time in his bedroom with his video-game console. 

Unit 5 62 2 barely /�beəli/ She was very old and barely able to walk. 

Unit 5 62 2 thermals /�θ��məlz/ Glider pilots use thermals to gain height.  

Unit 5 62 2 currents /�k
rənts/ The parachutist could feel the currents of air rushing by him. 

Unit 5 62 2 flexible /�fleksibəl/ We can be flexible about your starting date. 
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Unit 5 63 3 grounding /��raυndiŋ/ The course offers a basic grounding in maths, and is essential for the economics course. 

Unit 5 63 3 element /�eləmənt/ Honesty is a vital element of her success. 

Unit 5 63 3 solely /�səυl�li/ Scholarships are given solely on the basis of financial need. 

Unit 5 63 3 issue /�iʃu�, �isju�/ Abortion is a highly controversial issue. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 saturation /�s�tʃə�reiʃən/ The trial got saturation coverage from the press. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 egalitarian /i���li�teəriən/ We live in an egalitarian society, where everyone has the same rights. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 novices /�nɒvisiz/ He was an absolute novice, and kept making mistakes. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 old-hands /�əυld �h�ndz/ You could tell from the way he handled the ball that the was an old hand at the game. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 venturing /�ventʃəriŋ/ She was venturing into unknown territory when she started to speak about space travel. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 tame /teim/ When we were in Bangkok, we had a ride on a tame elephant. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 arduous /�ɑ�djuəs/ Harry undertook the arduous task of loading all the boxes into the van. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 enviable /�enviəbəl/ Now he was in the enviable position of not having to work for a living. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 lean /li�n/ He was lean, tall, and muscular, which made him very attractive. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 valid /�v�lid/ He produced a valid credit card and paid for the meal. 

Unit 5 recording scrip listening 2 exercise 3 put down /�pυt �daυn/ I try my best, but my boss puts me down every chance she gets. 

Unit 6 
    

Unit 6 68 2 work out /�w��k �aυt/ UN negotiators have worked out a set of compromise proposals. 

Unit 6 68 2 come up with  /k
m �
p wið, wiθ/ Is that the best excuse you can come up with? 

Unit 6 68 2 reassure /�ri�ə�ʃυə/ Teachers reassured anxious parents that their children were safe. 

Unit 6 68 2 cab /k�b/ We flagged down a cab and went home. 

Unit 6 68 2 law /lɔ�/ Mum is forever laying down the law about what I can and can’t do! 

Unit 6 68 2 mental /�mentl/ The centre provides help for people suffering from mental illness. 

Unit 6 68 2 mature /mə�tʃυə/ Laura is very mature for her age. 

Unit 6 68 2 deal /di�l/ They had been negotiating with the union for weeks before they eventually struck a deal. 

Unit 6 68 2 chores /tʃɔ�z/ Millie always had to do her chores before she could go out in the evening. 

Unit 6 68 2 mates /meits/ Ben met his mates outside the gym. 

Unit 6 69 2 midriff-baring /�midrif �beəriŋ/ She was wearing midriff-baring jeans which didn't do her any favours! 

Unit 6 69 2 comes down to /k
mz �daυn tə, tυ/ What it comes down to is that I'm your father, and you have to do as I say! 

Unit 6 69 2 back down /�b�k �daυn/ Both sides have refused to back down on their demands. 

Unit 6 69 2 hypocritical /�hipə�kritikəl/ It's hypocritical of these universities to call their football players student athletes. 
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Unit 6 69 2 allowance /ə�laυəns/ His father gives him a monthly allowance of £200. 

Unit 6 69 2 interfere /�intə�fiə/ My daughter-in-law said that I was interfering, but I was only trying to help. 

Unit 6 69 1 unaffected /�
nə�fektid/ The north remained largely unaffected by the drought. 

Unit 6 69 1 untypical /
n�tipikəl/ This is a building that is quite untypical of the period in which it was built. 

Unit 6 69 1 turning point /�t��niŋ �pɔint/ Meeting her was the turning point in my life. 

Unit 6 69 1 revealed /ri�vi�ld/ That dress reveals more of you than it hides! 

Unit 6 recording script listening 1 exercise 1 flabbergasted /�fl�bə�ɑ�stid/ When I heard how much money we'd made, I was absolutely flabbergasted. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 1 exercise 1 peer /piə/ American children did less well in maths than their peers in Japan. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 1 exercise 1 riot /�raiət/ The kids were running riot in the garden. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 1 exercise 1 murder /�m��də/ She's the teacher's favourite, and gets away with murder! 

Unit 6 recording script listening 1 exercise 1 boisterous /�bɔistərəs/ The teacher had to deal with a class of boisterous five-year-olds. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 1 exercise 1 rows /raυz/ As a teenager, I was always having rows with my parents. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 1 exercise 1 spiel /ʃpi�l/ A salesman started giving us a spiel about life insurance. 

Unit 6 70 1 cross /krɒs/ She gets cross when he goes out drinking. 

Unit 6 recording script exam focus paper 5 
speaking 

disruptive /dis�r
ptiv/ Night work can be very disruptive to home life. 

Unit 6 recording script exam focus paper 5 
speaking 

dynamics /dai�n�miks/ I couldn't work out the dynamics in that family. 

Unit 6 recording script exam focus paper 5 
speaking 

alter /�ɔ�ltə/ Her face hadn't altered much over the years. 

Unit 6 71 vocabulary 1 boast /bəυst/ I wouldn't be afraid of jumping out of a plane,' she boasted. 

Unit 6 71 vocabulary 1 coincide /�kəυin�said/ His entry to the Labour Party coincided with his marriage. 

Unit 6 71 vocabulary 1 refrain /ri�frein/ Please refrain from smoking in this area. 

Unit 6 71 vocabulary 1 confide /kən�faid/ He confided to his friends that he didn't have much hope for his marriage. 

Unit 6 71 vocabulary 1 confess /kən�fes/ Edwards confessed to being a spy for the KGB. 

Unit 6 71 3 isn't it up to /izənt it 
p tə/ Isn't it up to parents to discipline their children? 

Unit 6 71 3 upbringing /�
p�briŋiŋ/ Mike had had a strict upbringing and was very conservative in his beliefs. 

Unit 6 71 3 determine /di�t��min/ Investigators are still trying to determine the cause of the fire. 

Unit 6 72 1 rambling /�r�mbliŋ/ His grandparents lived alone in a rambling old farmhouse which had once housed a family of 12. 

Unit 6 72 1 suburban /sə�b��bən/ Sally lived on a quiet suburban street. 

Unit 6 72 2 independent-minded /�indipendənt �maindid/ My son is very independent-minded, and wants to leave home and get his own place as  
soon as possible. 

Unit 6 72 2 purchase /�p��tʃəs/ You can purchase insurance on-line. 
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Unit 6 72 2 sprung up /�spr
ŋ �
p/ There were more and more new houses springing up around the edges of the city. 

Unit 6 72 2 set up /�set �
p/ They want to set up their own import-export business. 

Unit 6 72 2 headquarters /�hed�kwɔ�təz, �hed�kwɔ�təz/ The headquarters of the United Nations is in New York. 

Unit 6 72 2 forsaking /fə�seikiŋ/ When she said she was moving out, her father made her feel as if she were forsaking him. 

Unit 6 72 2 joint-family /�dɔint �f�məli/ In India the joint-family system has long been a way of life. 

Unit 6 72 2 shifting /�ʃiftiŋ/ He could feel the sand shifting beneath his feet. 

Unit 6 72 2 mores /�mɔ�reiz/ Sexual mores took hundreds of years to develop but are rapidly declining in the western world. 

Unit 6 72 2 loans /ləυnz/ The bank was happy to give him a loan, but the interest rate was extortionate. 

Unit 6 72 2 mobile /�məυbail/ We live out in the country, and rely totally on the mobile library for our books. 

Unit 6 72 2 pursue /pə�sju�/ She plans to pursue a career in politics. 

Unit 6 72 2 droves /drəυvz/ When they heard of Princess Diana's death, people came in droves to pay their respects. 

Unit 6 72 2 mortgage /�mɔ��id/ Your building society or bank will help to arrange a mortgage. 

Unit 6 73 2 residential /�rezi�denʃəl/ Kate and Jon live in a quiet residential neighbourhood. 

Unit 6 73 2 bond /bɒnd/ It takes less than 10 minutes for the two surfaces to bond. 

Unit 6 73 2 folks /fəυks/ The day after we moved in, the folks next door invited us to a barbecue. 

Unit 6 73 2 heyday /�heidei/ A picture of Greta Garbo in her heyday was pinned up on the wall. 

Unit 6 73 2 contributed /kən�tribjυtid/ He has always contributed a lot of money to charity. 

Unit 6 73 2 stern /st��n/ She had a stern face, and very rarely smiled. 

Unit 6 73 2 tenant /�tenənt/ The desk was left behind by the previous tenant of the flat. 

Unit 6 73 2 wrought-iron /�rɔ�t �aiən/ The car swept through the wrought-iron gates and up the drive to the stately home.  

Unit 6 73 2 nameplate /�neimpleit/ There was a nameplate over every parking space. 

Unit 6 73 2 bearing /�beəriŋ/ Her boyfriend bought her a bracelet bearing their initials entwined in a heart. 

Unit 6 73 2 vanished /�v�niʃt/ He parked the car outside the shop, and when he came out it had vanished! 

Unit 6 73 2 fragmented /fr���mentid/ A quest for self-fulfilment has led to a more fragmented society. 

Unit 6 73 2 cult /k
lt/ Anyone who betrayed the cult could be punished by death. 

Unit 6 73 2 self-fulfilment /�self fυl�filmənt/ Gran gazed contentedly at the photos in the family album with a sense of self-fulfilment. 

Unit 6 73 2 reside /ri�zaid/ He spent most of his time in Rutherglen, where his family resided. 

Unit 6 73 2 nuclear households /�nju�kliə �haυshəυldz/ Once the nuclear household consisted of two parents and 2.4 children. 

Unit 6 73 2 spouses /�spaυsiz/ It was only after they were married that she discovered how secretive her spouse was. 

Unit 6 73 2 abandoned /ə�b�ndənd/ The baby had been abandoned in a bus shelter.  
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Unit 6 73 2 bound /baυnd/ He was unfaithful, but she felt bound by her marriage vows to stay with him. 

Unit 6 73 2 quest /kwest/ His long quest for truth bore no fruit. 

Unit 6 73 2 excerpt /�eks��pt/ An excerpt of the speech appeared in the Sunday paper. 

Unit 6 73 2 grew apart /��ru� ə�pɑ�t/ The brothers were very close when young, but grew apart as they matured. 

Unit 6 73 2 wore off /�wɔ�r �ɒf/ The romance soon wore off when she discovered he was still seeing someone else. 

Unit 6 73 2 in-laws /�in lɔ�z/ We have to spend Christmas with the in-laws, I'm afraid. 

Unit 6 73 2 isolated /�aisəleitid/ Neil lived in a small isolated community in Montana.  

Unit 6 73 2 extended /ik�stendid/ Throughout history, extended families have been the basic social unit worldwide. 

Unit 6 73 2 intimacy /�intiməsi/ He didn't deny that there was a level of intimacy between them. 

Unit 6 73 2 responsive /ri�spɒnsiv/ She complained that her husband was no longer responsive to her needs. 

Unit 6 73 2 discontent /�diskən�tent/ Discontent with the current government is strong. 

Unit 6 72 2 convention /kən�venʃən/ He didn't believe in the convention of giving up his seat for a woman to sit down. 

Unit 6 72 2 instrumental /�instrə�mentl/ He was instrumental in developing links with European organisations. 

Unit 6 73 2 counter argument /�kaυntər �ɑ��jəmənt/ No matter how many reasons I gave, he always came up with a counter argument. 

Unit 6 73 2 highlight /�hailait/ Your CV should highlight your skills and achievements. 

Unit 6 73 2 consequences /�kɒnsikwənsiz/ You will have to face the consequences of your actions. 

Unit 6 73 2 tensions /�tenʃənz/ My parent's divorce came as a shock – I was totally unaware of any tensions between  
Mum and Dad. 

Unit 6 73 2 offend /ə�fend/ His remarks deeply offended many Scottish people. 

Unit 6 73 2 contradict /�kɒntrə�dikt/ Deborah opened her mouth to contradict me, but closed it again. 

Unit 6 74 Reading 3 customs /�k
stəmz/ Social customs vary from country to country. 

Unit 6 74 Grammar 2 pros /prəυz/ We weighted up the pros and cons of moving house, and decided to stay put.  

Unit 6 75 5 well-documented /�wel �dɒkjυmentid/ His life is remarkably well-documented. 

Unit 6 75 5 fundamental /�f
ndə�mentl/ We have to tackle the fundamental cause of the problem. 

Unit 6 75 5 drift away /�drift ə�wei/ I don't know why they got divorced – they just seemed to drift away from each other. 

Unit 6 75 listening 1 exercise 1 emotional /i�məυʃənəl/ She provided emotional support at a very distressing time for me. 

Unit 6 75 listening 1 exercise 1 aggressive /ə��resiv/ Jim's voice became aggressive as he grew angrier. 

Unit 6 75 listening 1 exercise 1 cautious /�kɔ�ʃəs/ Zoe is a very a cautious and careful driver. 

Unit 6 75 listening 1 exercise 1 technically-minded /�teknikli �maindid/ Liam's very technically-minded, and wants to become an engineer.  

Unit 6 75 listening 1 exercise 1 contrary /kən�treəri/ He's so contrary, you never know what he will do! 

Unit 6 75 listening 1 exercise 1 sensitive /�sensətiv/ Ben is a sensitive and intelligent young man. 
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Unit 6 75 listening 1 exercise 1 consciously /�kɒnʃəsli/ She was probably not consciously aware of the true nature of her feelings. 

Unit 6 75 listening 1 exercise 1 attitudes /��titju�dz/ I didn't like the salesman's attitude so I bought my car from a different dealership. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 breadwinner /�bred�winə/ Jack's a househusband and Isabel's the breadwinner in the family.  

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 nappy /�n�pi/ Excuse me while I change the baby's nappy. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 deliriously /di�liriəsli/ She was deliriously happy when the doctor told her she was pregnant. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 anchor /��ŋkə/ The grandmother is the anchor in that family. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 appalled /ə�pɔ�ld/ I was appalled by what I saw of the poverty in the country. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 tomboy /�tɒmbɔi/ My daughter's always climbing trees – she's a real tomboy. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 wheelbarrow /�wi�l�b�rəυ/ Mum's outside filling the wheelbarrow with weeds. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 diggers /�di�əz/ On the second-hand stall was a box full of toy diggers and other mechanical toys. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 boiler suits /�bɔilə su�ts, sju�ts/ All the mechanics in the garage wore boiler suits. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 2 sandpit /�s�nd�pit/ The children were playing happily in the sandpit. 

Unit 6 76 3 ambitions /�m�biʃənz/ What are your career ambitions, Elizabeth? 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 foster /�fɒstə/ It is sometimes difficult to find suitable foster parents. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 self-advancement /�self əd�vɑ�nsmənt/ In her quest for self-advancement she decided to take a course in Business Studies. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 instil /in�stil/ I've always tried to instil in my children a sense of right and wrong. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 stereotypical /�steriəυ�tipikəl/ Sue-Ellen was the stereotypical Californian – tall, fit, and tanned. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 mollycoddle /�mɒli�kɒdl/ He had been mollycoddled by his mother since he was a young boy. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 masculine /�m�skjəlin/ They're nice curtains, but I'd prefer something a little more masculine. 

Unit 6 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 picked on /�pikt ɒn/ Children who can't stand up for themselves are usually picked on at school. 

Unit 6 77 1 childish /�tʃaildiʃ/ I suddenly heard a high, childish laugh coming from behind me. 

Unit 6 77 1 childlike /�tʃaildlaik/ 'You know I love you,' she said with childlike simplicity. 

Unit 6 77 1 prescription /pri�skripʃən/ The doctor gave me a prescription for sleeping pills. 

Unit 6 77 1 receipt /ri�si�t/ Keep your receipt in case you want to bring it back. 

Unit 6 77 1 principle /�prinsəpəl/ Schools try to teach children a set of moral principles. 

Unit 6 77 1 principal /�prinsəpəl/ It was a small school with just three teachers and the principal. 

Unit 6 77 1 loose /lu�s/ The burglar found the money under a loose floorboard. 

Unit 6 77 1 imply /im�plai/ Cleo blushed. She had not meant to imply that he was lying. 

Unit 6 77 1 infer /in�f��/ A lot can be inferred from these statistics. 

Unit 6 77 2 write-off /�rait ɒf/ The car was a complete write-off after the crash. 
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Unit 6 77 2 tremendous /tri�mendəs/ Suddenly, there was a tremendous bang, and the whole station shook. 

Unit 6 77 2 immigration /�imi��reiʃən/ He called for a common European policy on immigration. 

Unit 6 78 1 quotations /kwəυ�teiʃənz/ His essay included direct quotations from the book. 

Unit 6 78 1 anecdotes /��nikdəυts/ He told us some funny anecdotes about the celebrities he'd interviewed. 

Unit 6 78 3 light /lait/ Jack always makes light of the fact that he's his mother's sole carer. 

Unit 6 78 3 selflessness /�selfləsnəs/ Some people take advantage of her good nature and her selflessness.  

Unit 6 78 3 thoughtfulness /�θɔ�tfəlnəs/ She was touched by his thoughtfulness in always buying a small gift for each child. 

Unit 6 78 3 fit /fit/ I didn't see fit to reward him for doing what any decent person would do. 

Unit 6 78 3 reward /ri�wɔ�d/ The club's directors rewarded him with a free season ticket. 

Unit 7 
    

Unit 7 80 1 parade /pə�reid/ The soldiers were on parade for the colonel's visit. 

Unit 7 80 1 fibreglass /�faibə�lɑ�s/ We were advised to put fibreglass insulation in the loft to save energy. 

Unit 7 80 1 sponsoring /�spɒnsəriŋ/ Chris is running the marathon for charity, and lots of people are sponsoring him. 

Unit 7 80 1 charity /�tʃ�rəti/ Several charities sent aid to the flood victims. 

Unit 7 80 1 thumbnail /�θ
mneil/ He gave us a thumbnail sketch of recent political events in America. 

Unit 7 recording scripts exam focus paper 4 
listening 

window dresser /�windəυ �dresə/ He's very imaginative, and is a window dresser for one of the high-street stores. 

Unit 7 recording scripts exam focus paper 4 
listening 

exhibited /i��zibitid/ His paintings were exhibited in the local art gallery. 

Unit 7 recording scripts exam focus paper 4 
listening 

installing /in�stɔ�liŋ/ The Greens are installing a new kitchen. 

Unit 7 recording scripts exam focus paper 4 
listening 

diverse /dai�v��s/ She was interested in subjects as diverse as pop music and archaeology. 

Unit 7 recording scripts exam focus paper 4 
listening 

foyer /�fɔiei/ I waited for her in the foyer of the theatre. 

Unit 7 recording scripts exam focus paper 4 
listening 

mosaic /məυ�zei�ik/ Hearst Castle in America is full of rooms decorated with wall paintings and mosaics. 

Unit 7 recording scripts exam focus paper 4 
listening 

stencilled /�stensəld/ The walls were stencilled with notices saying 'No Parking'. 

Unit 7 81 2 henna /�henə/ Ruby uses henna to darken her hair to a deep red shade. 

Unit 7 81 2 think up /�θiŋk �
p/ I want you each to think up two new ideas, and we'll discuss them all tomorrow. 

Unit 7 81 2 stains /steinz/ Blackcurrant juice stains any surface that it comes into contact with. 

Unit 7 81 2 bring about /�briŋ ə�baυt/ This injection of cash will bring about huge changes to the football club. 

Unit 7 81 2 bring round /�briŋ �raυnd/ Bring round a couple of bottles of wine, and I'll cook us a meal. 

Unit 7 81 2 fortune /�fɔ�tʃən/ He made a fortune selling property in Spain. 
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Unit 7 81 2 come to /�k
m tə, tυ/ We came to the conclusion that there was no other way back to the camp. 

Unit 7 81 2 come across /�k
m ə�krɒs/ I came across an old diary in her desk when I was clearing out the house. 

Unit 7 81 2 sought out /�sɔ�t �aυt/ I sought him out when I attended a conference where he was speaking. 

Unit 7 81 2 sought after /�sɔ�t �ɑ�ftə/ Original artwork from the comic books is greatly sought after. 

Unit 7 81 2 go for /��əυ fə, fɔ�/ The dog suddenly went for me and bit me in the leg. 

Unit 7 81 2 temporary /�tempərəri, �pəri/ These tablets will give you temporary pain relief while we discover the problem. 

Unit 7 81 2 outrageous /aυt�reidəs/ They're charging outrageous prices these days for original paintings by Vettriano. 

Unit 7 81 2 set off /�set �ɒf/ I'll set off early to avoid the traffic. 

Unit 7 81 2 set about /�set ə�baυt/ A team of volunteers set about the task with determination. 

Unit 7 81 2 worn away /�wɔ�n ə�wei/ The end of his pencil was worn away because he kept chewing it with worry. 

Unit 7 82 2 interact /�intər��kt/ Lucy interacts well with other children in the class. 

Unit 7 82 2 intense /in�tens/ Young people today are under intense pressure to succeed. 

Unit 7 82 2 industry /�indəstri/ This government has presided over a huge decline in manufacturing industry. 

Unit 7 82 2 pioneered /�paiə�niəd/ Ford pioneered the mass-production of the motor car. 

Unit 7 82 2 perspective /pə�spektiv/ His father's death gave him a whole new perspective on life. 

Unit 7 82 2 essentially /i�senʃəli/ Ballet is essentially a middle-class interest. 

Unit 7 82 2 sophisticated /sə�fistikeitid/ Hal is a sophisticated, witty American, which in itself is something of a rarity. 

Unit 7 82 2 end user /�end �ju�zə/ We have to think about how the end user is going to interact with the website. 

Unit 7 82 2 content /�kɒntent/ The content of the book is very modern, but its style and design are very old-fashioned. 

Unit 7 82 2 reservations /�rezə�veiʃənz/ Ted has strong reservations about whether we should move into computer games. 

Unit 7 82 2 analysis /ə�n�ləsis/ This is Ken Lewis with a detailed analysis of the week's news. 

Unit 7 82 2 functions /�f
ŋkʃənz/ The calculator has several functions available on each key. 

Unit 7 83 2 twiddling /�twidliŋ/ I sat twiddling my thumbs for 40 minutes while I waited for him to arrive. 

Unit 7 83 2 glorious /��lɔ�riəs/ I believe we have a glorious opportunity to succeed here. 

Unit 7 83 2 splashed across /�spl�ʃt ə�krɒs/ The adverts for his new film are splashed everywhere across the city. 

Unit 7 83 2 scruffy /�skr
fi/ Chuck had on a scruffy old pair of jeans and an ex-army jacket. 

Unit 7 83 2 intent /in�tent/ She was intent on pursuing a career in business. 

Unit 7 83 2 emanate /�eməneit/ He emanates a strong sense of knowing what he's doing. 

Unit 7 83 2 colony /�kɒləni/ Algeria was formerly a French colony. 

Unit 7 83 2 hum /h
m/ The distant hum of traffic could be heard from the bedroom window. 
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Unit 7 83 2 animated /��nimeitid/ The performance was followed by an animated discussion. 

Unit 7 83 2 brainiacs /�breini�ks/ We'll get the computer brainiacs to look at the program and find out where it's going wrong. 

Unit 7 83 2 lollies /�lɒliz/ Dad got the kids some lollies and ice-cream and that kept them happy. 

Unit 7 83 2 flaws /flɔ�z/ This diamond isn't quite perfect – it has a couple of minor flaws. 

Unit 7 83 2 manipulating /mə�nipjυleitiŋ/ He's very good at manipulating people into doing things they don't really want to do. 

Unit 7 83 2 surpasses /sə�pɑ�siz/ Her cooking always surpasses my expectations and makes my mouth water. 

Unit 7 83 2 components /kəm�pəυnənts/ All of the electronic components should then be soldered to the circuit board. 

Unit 7 83 2 synthesis /�sinθəsis/ His book is a synthesis of Eastern and Western philosophical ideas. 

Unit 7 83 2 transcends /tr�n�sendz/ The effect of his paintings is to transcend mere paint and paper. 

Unit 7 83 2 innocuous /i�nɒkjuəs/ I simply made an innocuous remark about her hair, and she slapped me! 

Unit 7 83 2 assertion /ə�s��ʃən/ The Chancellor has challenged the assertion that house prices are falling. 

Unit 7 83 2 breathtaking /�breθ�teikiŋ/ The view from my bedroom window was absolutely breathtaking. 

Unit 7 83 2 feed off /�fi�d ɒf/ Hollywood's film industry has been feeding off the world of comic books for years. 

Unit 7 83 2 pilfering /�pilfəriŋ/ We've had an ongoing problem of people pilfering materials from the building site. 

Unit 7 83 2 brattier /�br�tiə/ Of the twins, Sarah is the more pleasant and Kim is the brattier. 

Unit 7 83 2 domain /də�mein/ This problem is outside the domain of medical science. 

Unit 7 83 2 adolescents /��də�lesənts/ Adolescents can sometimes be difficult for parents to talk to. 

Unit 7 83 2 clichés /�kli�ʃeiz/ This essay is full of clichés and I can't find an original thought anywhere. 

Unit 7 83 2 handful /�h�ndfυl/ He only won by a tiny handful of votes. 

Unit 7 83 2 induce /in�dju�s/ Nothing would induce me to vote for him again. 

Unit 7 83 2 provoke /prə�vəυk/ The proposal provoked widespread criticism. 

Unit 7 83 2 buffs /b
fs/ Roy is a bit of a railway buff – he knows most of what there is to know. 

Unit 7 83 2 narrative /�n�rətiv/ At several points in the narrative the two characters' stories cross. 

Unit 7 83 2 devices /di�vaisiz/ There are now many devices on the market that will let you record and play back music. 

Unit 7 83 2 immersive /i�m��siv/ We take the immersive approach to language teaching – the lecturer doesn't speak any English. 

Unit 7 83 2 coherent /kəυ�hiərənt/ The three years of the course are planned as a coherent whole. 

Unit 7 83 2 joyous /�dɔiəs/ This wedding will be a joyous occasion for everyone. 

Unit 7 83 2 banished /�b�niʃt/ The king banished his son from the country when he refused to marry his father's choice of wife. 

Unit 7 83 2 canon /�k�nən/ Mapplethorpe's pictures offended the canons of American good taste. 

Unit 7 83 2 subtle /�s
tl/ The pictures are similar, but there are subtle differences between them. 
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Unit 7 83 2 medium /�mi�diəm/ Advertising is a powerful medium that reaches into all our lives. 

Unit 7 83 2 craftsmanship /�krɑ�ftsmənʃip/ The carving is a superb piece of craftsmanship. 

Unit 7 83 2 stature /�st�tʃə/ Armstrong was a musician of world stature. 

Unit 7 83 2 dramatists /�dr�mətists/ Many dramatists have set their plays in ancient times. 

Unit 7 83 2 feverish /�fi�vəriʃ/ She lay in bed, too feverish to sleep. 

Unit 7 83 2 condemning /kən�demiŋ/ I think condemning her for altering the story is a bit harsh. 

Unit 7 83 2 authorial /ɔ��θɔ�riəl/ She used authorial licence to change the details a bit. 

Unit 7 83 2 pretext /�pri�tekst/ This incident provided the pretext for war. 

Unit 7 83 2 slippery /�slipəri/ In places, the path can be wet and slippery. 

Unit 7 83 2 multi-faceted /�m
lti �f�sətid/ It's a multi-faceted business, with operations on every continent. 

Unit 7 83 2 static /�st�tik/ Economists predict that house prices will remain static for a long period. 

Unit 7 83 2 parallels /�p�rəlelz/ There are parallels between his life and the subjects he chose to paint. 

Unit 7 83 2 engrossing /in��rəυsiŋ/ Modelling railways is an engrossing hobby that can easily occupy me for hours at a time. 

Unit 7 85 3 whereas /weər��z/ He made lots of money from his art, whereas for me it's just a hobby. 

Unit 7 86 2 snap up /�sn�p �
p/ Any painting of his that comes onto the market is snapped up by collectors. 

Unit 7 86 2 channel /�tʃ�nl/ Most of his energy was channelled into writing and lecturing. 

Unit 7 86 2 viable /�vaiəbəl/ The committee came forward with only one viable solution. 

Unit 7 86 2 abstract /��bstr�kt/ Russell had the ability to translate abstract ideas into words. 

Unit 7 86 2 assessed /ə�sest/ Your application will be assessed and we'll tell you the result on Friday. 

Unit 7 86 4 dashes off /�d�ʃiz �ɒf/ I admire how he just dashes off a painting from his imagination in about 30 minutes. 

Unit 7 86 4 sweeps /swi�ps/ He demonstrated how a sky could be painted using just a few sweeps of the brush. 

Unit 7 86 4 investment /in�vestmənt/ Foreign investment in Taiwan rose by 79% last year. 

Unit 7 87 1 hoard /hɔ�d/ Families who hoarded food during the strike were at least able to eat well. 

Unit 7 87 1 preoccupation /pri��ɒkjə�peiʃən/ TV's current preoccupation with sex and scandal will not last. 

Unit 7 87 1 fascination /�f�sə�neiʃən/ Police knew of his fascination with guns. 

Unit 7 87 1 conceal /kən�si�l/ The shadows concealed her as she crept up to the house. 

Unit 7 87 1 disincentive /�disin�sentiv/ High interest rates can be a disincentive to expanding a business. 

Unit 7 87 1 scrutinise /�skru�tinaiz/ Observers will scrutinise the voting to make sure that no irregularities take place. 

Unit 7 87 2 pronounced /prə�naυnst/ At the end of the ceremony they were pronounced man and wife. 

Unit 7 87 2 fake /feik/ The painting was judged to be a fake, and therefore worthless. 
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Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 superfluous /su��p��fluəs/ It's a plain glass building with no superfluous decoration. 

Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 disposed /di�spəυzd/ We disposed of all the stuff we didn't need and just kept the essentials. 

Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 memorabilia /�memərə�biliə/ I'm never sure about anybody who keeps an extensive collection of war memorabilia. 

Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 obsessive /əb�sesiv/ Hearst had an obsessive concern with cleanliness and order. 

Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 poodle dogs /�pu�dl dɒ�z/ She has poodle dogs, poodle ornaments and poodle photographs all over the house. 

Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 pottery /�pɒtəri/ Native American pottery can often fetch very high prices. 

Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 vintage /�vintid/ The museum has a wonderful collection of vintage cars. 

Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 intrinsically /in�trinsikli, �zikli/ Science is seen by most people as intrinsically a force for good. 

Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 artefacts /�ɑ�tif�kts/ They found a number of Roman artefacts when they excavated the site. 

Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 pile /pail/ His mother came in carrying a pile of ironing in her arms. 

Unit 7 88 Use of English 2 junk /d
ŋk/ This cupboard's full of my dad's old stamp-collecting junk. 

Unit 7 88 Grammar 2 oddities /�ɒdətiz/ Some people would call these antiques; others, oddities. I call them junk. 

Unit 7 88 Grammar 2 electrocuted /i�lektrəkju�tid/ Paul nearly electrocuted himself when he was fitting the new lights. 

Unit 7 88 Grammar 2 detested /di�testid/ I absolutely detested maths homework when I was at school. 

Unit 7 89 2 urge /��d/ I got a note from Moira urging me to get in touch. 

Unit 7 89 4 reject /ri�dekt/ Sarah rejected her brother's offer of help. 

Unit 7 89 4 retain /ri�tein/ You have the right to retain possession of the goods. 

Unit 7 89 4 clutter /�kl
tə/ Can you tidy up the clutter of soaps, shampoos and towels in the bathroom, please. 

Unit 7 89 4 nostalgic /nɒ�st�ldik/ Seeing those old school photographs has made me feel quite nostalgic. 

Unit 7 89 4 motif /məυ�ti�f/ The theme of creation is a recurrent motif in Celtic mythology. 

Unit 7 89 4 clearout /�kliəraυt/ It's time we had a clearout and threw away a lot of this rubbish. 

Unit 7 90 2 struggling /�str
�əliŋ/ I met Barry when he was still just a struggling author. 

Unit 7 90 2 penniless /�peniləs/ Uncle Charlie was jobless and penniless. 

Unit 7 90 2 spot /spɒt/ I bet she's only 4 foot 6.' 'You're almost spot on! She's 4 foot 8!' 

Unit 7 90 2 natural /�n�tʃərəl/ People think I am a natural, but I've had to work at it. 

Unit 7 90 2 bold /bəυld/ In a surprisingly bold move, he is threatening court action against the company. 

Unit 7 90 2 exclusive /ik�sklu�siv/ Our figure-skating club has exclusive use of the rink on Mondays. 

Unit 7 90 2 charm /tʃɑ�m/ Robert's boyish charm won him many female admirers. 

Unit 7 90 2 remarkable /ri�mɑ�kəbəl/ She has made remarkable progress, and is likely to make a full recovery. 
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Unit 8 
    

Unit 8 92 1 interpersonal /�intə�p��sənəl/ Good interpersonal skills are needed, as you will be dealing with the public. 

Unit 8 92 1 self-starter /�self �stɑ�tə/ The ideal applicant will be a self-starter who will use their own initiative. 

Unit 8 92 2 pushy /�pυʃi/ When pushy salesmen come to the door I shut it in their faces. 

Unit 8 92 2 judgement /�d
dmənt/ In my judgement, she'll make an excellent accountant. 

Unit 8 92 2 procedures /prə�si�dəz/ This leaflet sets out the procedures for applying for a driving licence. 

Unit 8 92 2 conformist /kən�fɔ�mist/ He's a politician with conformist views on education and religion. 

Unit 8 92 2 trustworthy /�tr
st�w��ði/ You need to be completely trustworthy if we're going to make you the treasurer. 

Unit 8 92 2 assertive /ə�s��tiv/ He's not assertive enough, and the other children tend to walk all over him. 

Unit 8 92 2 common sense /�kɒmən �sens/ Use your common sense and don't lean out of the window! 

Unit 8 92 2 obedient /ə�bi�diənt/ Sadie has always been an obedient child who likes to help the teacher. 

Unit 8 92 2 courteous /�k��tiəs/ The staff are always courteous and helpful. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 1 exercise 1.4 supervision /�su�pə�viən/ The boy needs constant supervision in case he hits another child. 

Unit 8 92 2 motivate /�məυtiveit/ Would you say that he was motivated solely by a desire for power? 

Unit 8 recording script listening 1 exercise 2.2 chaos /�keiɒs/ The country was plunged into economic chaos by the fall in the markets. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 look down on /lυk �daυn ɒn/ Mr Garcia looks down on anyone who hasn't had a college education. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 administrative /əd�ministrətiv/ The job is mainly administrative – pushing paper around all day. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 come up against /k
m �
p ə��enst/ We may find we come up against quite a lot of opposition from local people. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 sent off for /�sent �ɒf fə, fɔ�/ Jim sent off for a membership pack and the special offer DVD. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 go through with /�əυ �θru� wið, wiθ/ He bravely went through with the wedding ceremony even though he was in a lot of pain. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 go ahead with /��əυ ə�hed wið, wiθ/ I want you to go ahead with your plans even though I won't be able to come along. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 grow out of /��rəυ �aυt əv, ɒv/ Mike finally seems to be growing out of his rebelliousness. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 cuddly /�k
dli/ He is the most affectionate and cuddly dog I have ever known. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 face up to /�feis �
p tə, tυ/ They'll never offer you another job; you might as well face up to it. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 get round to /�et �raυnd tə, tυ/ I keep meaning to put a lock on it, but I never get round to it. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 attic /��tik/ I rented a small attic room at the top of the house. 

Unit 8 92 vocabulary 2 cut down on /�k
t �daυn ɒn/ Rachel has cut down on cigarettes and says she's going to give up altogether. 

Unit 8 93 vocabulary 3 terms /t��mz/ His lawyers and the company have agreed on the terms of the settlement. 

Unit 8 93 use of English 1 qualifications /�kwɒləfi�keiʃənz/ What do you think are the most important qualifications for this job? 

Unit 8 93 use of English 1 indication /�indi�keiʃən/ Dark green leaves are a good indication of healthy roots. 
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Unit 8 93 use of English 1 layout /�leiaυt/ The usual layout of a CV is to put your educational qualifications above your recent  

employment history. 
Unit 8 93 2 Curriculum Vitae /kə�rikjələm �vi�tai/ Please submit a Curriculum Vitae and a letter of application for the post. 

Unit 8 93 2 issuing /�iʃu�iŋ, �isju�iŋ/ The traffic wardens are issuing tickets to everyone who has parked illegally. 

Unit 8 93 2 features /�fi�tʃəz/ The important features of the game were Walcott's two second-half goals. 

Unit 8 93 2 overlong /�əυvə�lɒŋ/ The play was overlong – large chunks of the second act could have been cut out. 

Unit 8 93 2 discarded /dis�kɑ�did/ I've torn out all the pages I want to keep and discarded the rest of the magazine. 

Unit 8 93 2 typeface /�taipfeis/ The new logo features a more modern typeface. 

Unit 8 93 2 concise /kən�sais/ Your summary should be as clear and concise as possible. 

Unit 8 94 1 frustrated /fr
�streitid/ He gets frustrated when people don't understand what he's trying to say. 

Unit 8 94 1 consultant /kən�s
ltənt/ A management consultant will tell you what you already know, but in more expensive words. 

Unit 8 94 1 insane /in�sein/ That's an insane risk to take when you're still quite ill. 

Unit 8 94 1 resigning /ri�zainiŋ/ I'm resigning today – I've had enough of this place. 

Unit 8 94 1 publicist /�p
blisist/ Clifford is a publicist for many of the most famous stars and celebrities. 

Unit 8 94 1 coverage /�k
vərid/ The allegations received widespread media coverage. 

Unit 8 94 1 budget /�b
dit/ Clinton set up a welfare programme with a budget of $20 million. 

Unit 8 94 1 competent /�kɒmpitənt/ A competent mechanic should be able to fix the problem. 

Unit 8 94 1 alter-ego /�ɔ�ltər �i��əυ/ The two brothers are very close – Ken is like Roy's alter ego. 

Unit 8 94 1 faltered /�fɔ�ltəd/ Her voice faltered and broke as she told us of her brother's accident. 

Unit 8 94 1 sensing /�sensiŋ/ Sensing my discomfort, Sheila got him to change the subject. 

Unit 8 94 1 angst /�ŋst/ His letters were full of angst about what he could or should have done. 

Unit 8 95 1 logistical /lə�distikəl/ Organising two house moves simultaneously is a logistical nightmare. 

Unit 8 95 1 plead /pli�d/ 'Don't go!' Robert pleaded. 

Unit 8 95 1 persona /pə�səυnə/ Joel has a cheerful public persona but in private he's different. 

Unit 8 95 1 freelance /�fri�lɑ�ns/ She does freelance editorial work from home. 

Unit 8 95 1 retracted /ri�tr�ktid/ Fran retracted her accusation and apologised for her mistake. 

Unit 8 95 1 naïve /nai�i�v/ I was a bit naïve in thinking that everything would go to plan. 

Unit 8 95 1 notion /�nəυʃən/ He suffers from misguided notions of male superiority. 

Unit 8 95 1 leap /li�p/ Selling their house and starting a new business abroad involved a huge leap of faith. 

Unit 8 95 1 stride /straid/ I was just getting into my stride when a woman interrupted my speech by throwing  
a tomato at me. 

Unit 8 95 1 unfazed /
n�feizd/ The Prime Minister appeared to be totally unfazed by the protesters. 
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Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 entrepreneur /�ɒntrəprə�n��/ He calls himself an entrepreneur, but really he's just a market trader. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 simulators /�simjυleitəz/ Sitting in a flight simulator is very realistic, but still not the same as flying a real aircraft. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 whilst /wailst/ Why don't you have a coffee whilst I go to the bank? 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 relaunched /�ri��lɔ�ntʃt/ The magazine has been relaunched recently under a new name. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 leased /li�st/ Instead of buying a car last year, I leased one for 12 months. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 fare-paying /�feə �pei�iŋ/ Fare-paying passengers are entitled to expect a better service than this. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 barriers /�b�riəz/ The bank put up all kinds of barriers to lending me the money. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 venture /�ventʃə/ His latest venture is a product that purifies water without the need for electricity. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 endeavour /in�devə/ The first ascent of Everest was an outstanding example of human endeavour. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 affair /ə�feə/ The whole affair has been blown out of proportion by the newspapers. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 primarily /�praimərəli/ The advertisement is aimed primarily at children. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 principally /�prinsəpəli/ The money is principally invested in stocks and shares. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 caught out /�kɔ�t �aυt/ Jenny was caught out in a lie when they saw her out shopping when she was supposed to be sick. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 put off /pυt �ɒf/ The match has been put off until tomorrow because of bad weather. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 turned down /�t��nd �daυn/ I turned down their offer of more work, as they didn't pay me for the last lot. 

Unit 8 96 Use of English exercise 2 impeding /im�pi�diŋ/ The police charged him with impeding their investigation into the scandal. 

Unit 8 96 Grammar 1 declared /di�kleəd/ Donna declared that she wouldn't agree to the proposal. 

Unit 8 96 Grammar 1 appreciate /ə�pri�ʃieit/ He did not fully appreciate the significance of signing the contract. 

Unit 8 96 Grammar 1 philosophy /fi�lɒsəfi/ Emma studies philosophy at university. 

Unit 8 97 3 chief executive /�tʃi�f i��zekjətiv/ Every NHS chief executive in the country will get a copy of this letter. 

Unit 8 97 3 break out of /�breik �aυt əv, ɒv/ Four men broke out of the local prison on Saturday night. 

Unit 8 97 3 turnover /�t��nəυvə/ The illicit drugs industry has an annual turnover of some £200 billion. 

Unit 8 98 3 flattered /�fl�təd/ I'm very flattered that you think I might have painted that picture, but it wasn't me. 

Unit 8 98 3 lifelong /�laiflɒŋ/ She became a lifelong friend of ours. 

Unit 8 98 3 prompted /�prɒmptid/ What on earth prompted you to think that I'd agree? 

Unit 8 98 3 homesickness /�həυm�siknəs/ Nell suffered greatly from homesickness when she was on her year abroad in China. 

Unit 8 98 3 aspect /��spekt/ Dealing with people is the most important aspect of my work. 

Unit 8 98 3 letting (people) down /�letiŋ �daυn/ I don't like letting people down by not turning up when I've said I will. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 cast /kɑ�st/ Films like 'Ben Hur' have a cast of thousands. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 fluke /flu�k/ He agreed that the second goal was a fluke. 
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Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 audition /ɔ��diʃən/ I've got an audition for the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra on Friday. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 stunned /st
nd/ She was stunned to find out that she'd won a million pounds on the lottery. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 trendy /�trendi/ She took me to a trendy Kings Road restaurant for dinner. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 brain surgery /�brein �s��dəri/ Anybody can cook an omelette – it's not exactly brain surgery! 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 alienated /�eiliəneitid/ Gina had become increasingly alienated from her family. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 plotline /�plɒtlain/ I found it difficult to follow the plotline in his latest book. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 repetitive /ri�petətiv/ She can't stand repetitive tasks like washing and ironing. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 collapsing /kə�l�psiŋ/ I fancy going home, ordering a takeaway and collapsing in front of the TV. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 desperation /�despə�reiʃən/ When they told him the price had doubled, his optimism turned to desperation. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 revelation /�revə�leiʃən/ He resigned after revelations about his affair with his secretary. 

Unit 8 recording script listening 2 exercise 3 midwifery /�mid�wifəri/ My mum took her general nursing and midwifery exams in the 1930s. 

Unit 8 98 5 frivolous /�frivələs/ The court discourages frivolous law suits. 

Unit 8 98 5 conscientious /�kɒnʃi�enʃəs/ A conscientious teacher may feel inclined to take work home. 

Unit 8 98 5 laid-back /�leid �b�k/ I don't know how you can be so laid-back about your exams – I'm really nervous! 

Unit 8 100 2 command /kə�mɑ�nd/ Captain Picard commanded the crew to report to the main deck. 

Unit 8 100 2 remark /ri�mɑ�k/ 'This house must be very old,' he remarked. 

Unit 8 100 2 threaten /�θretn/ Postal workers are threatening to strike if they don't receive a pay increase. 

Unit 8 100 3 invoice /�invɔis/ The work was excellent – please send me your invoice and I'll make sure it gets paid. 

Unit 8 100 3 goods /�υdz/ The store sells furniture, carpets and other household goods. 

Unit 8 100 3 policy /�pɒləsi/ It's not company policy to provide parking spaces for all employees. 

Unit 8 100 3 pay cut /�pei k
t/ Shona took a pay cut in order to do a job she really enjoyed. 

Unit 8 100 3 work ethic /�w��k �eθik/ They instilled the work ethic into their children from an early age. 

Unit 8 100 4 canteen /k�n�ti�n/ The food in our canteen is overpriced and of poor quality. 

Unit 8 101 2 recommendations /�rekəmen�deiʃən/ I've made a recommendation to the board that you should be promoted to Sales Director. 

Unit 8 101 2 current /�k
rənt/ My current job is not as well paid as the one I was doing five years ago. 

Unit 8 101 3 displays /di�spleiz/ The classroom walls are covered with displays of the children's artwork. 

Unit 8 101 3 directories /dai�rektəriz, di�/ People use telephone directories less these days, as they can look up phone numbers  
on the internet. 

Unit 8 102 3 undertook /�
ndə�tυk/ I undertook the job of meeting our visitors at the station. 

Unit 8 102 3 claustrophobic /�klɔ�strə�fəυbik/ I get claustrophobic in lifts and other confined spaces. 

Unit 8 102 3 designated /�dezi�neitid/ I'm the designated driver – I have to drive everyone else home, so I can't drink any alcohol. 
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Unit 9 
    

Unit 9 105 2 volcanoes /vɒl�keinəυz/ There are several active volcanoes in Hawaii, though not all of them are above sea level. 

Unit 9 105 2 tempting /�temptiŋ/ It's a tempting job offer, but I'm going to say No. 

Unit 9 105 2 exertion /i��z��ʃən/ The afternoon's exertions had left us feeling exhausted. 

Unit 9 105 2 cone /kəυn/ The force of the explosion blew the cone of the mountain right off. 

Unit 9 105 2 crater /�kreitə/ Craters on the moon's surface sometimes make it look like a person's face. 

Unit 9 105 2 summit /�s
mit/ We arrived at the summit of the mountain just as the sun was setting. 

Unit 9 105 2 mist /mist/ We could just see the outline of the house through the mist. 

Unit 9 105 2 obscure /əb�skjυə/ Recent successes have obscured the fact that the company is still in trouble. 

Unit 9 105 2 spooky /�spu�ki/ The old lady lived in a spooky old house on Elm Street. 

Unit 9 105 2 caked /keikt/ Your boots are caked in mud! Take them off before you come in. 

Unit 9 105 2 parasite /�p�rəsait/ The parasite lives inside the body of a host animal and feeds off it. 

Unit 9 105 2 swellings /�sweliŋz/ Put this ointment on, and the swellings should go down in a few days. 

Unit 9 106 3 fluent /�flu�ənt/ She was fluent in English, French, and German. 

Unit 9 106 3 aptitude /��ptitju�d/ He has a natural aptitude for teaching. 

Unit 9 106 3 foot /fυt/ Believe it or not, this is the first time I've ever set foot on a bus! 

Unit 9 106 3 promptly /�prɒmptli/ She arrived promptly at half-past ten, just as arranged. 

Unit 9 106 3 crammed /kr�md/ The guide is crammed full of useful information. 

Unit 9 106 3 pity /�piti/ It's a pity that he didn't accept the job – he would have been good at it. 

Unit 9 106 3 plied /plaid/ Though we plied him with gifts and drink, he still wouldn't change his mind. 

Unit 9 107 3 unravel /
n�r�vəl/ Detectives are still trying to unravel the mystery surrounding his death. 

Unit 9 107 3 bog /bɒ�/ It's easy to lose your footing and slip into one of the many bogs on the moor. 

Unit 9 107 3 nomads /�nəυm�dz/ Nomads cross the desert constantly, never staying long in one place. 

Unit 9 107 3 haggling /�h��əliŋ/ We spent the morning haggling for bargains in the market. 

Unit 9 107 3 fraught /frɔ�t/ Their marriage has been fraught with difficulties. 

Unit 9 107 3 budge /b
d/ She leaned on the door, but it wouldn't budge. 

Unit 9 107 3 abuse /ə�bju�z/ She was sexually abused as a child. 

Unit 9 107 3 ground /�raυnd/ Don't let him win the argument – stand your ground! 

Unit 9 107 3 antagonist /�n�t��ənist/ The antagonists will meet in the imposing surroundings of Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas. 

Unit 9 107 3 substitute /�s
bstitju�t/ Germany brought on a substitute goalkeeper when Khan was injured. 
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Unit 9 107 3 beforehand /bi�fɔ�h�nd/ The police need to be briefed beforehand on how to deal with this sort of situation. 

Unit 9 107 3 ingratiate /in��reiʃieit/ His policy is to ingratiate himself with anyone who might be useful to him. 

Unit 9 107 3 kayaking /�kai�kiŋ/ Jill spent two weeks kayaking in the Canadian Rockies with her sons. 

Unit 9 107 3 remote /ri�məυt/ We arrived in a remote border town in the northwest of the country. 

Unit 9 107 3 region /�ri�dən/ Efforts to bring peace to the region have so far proved unsuccessful. 

Unit 9 107 3 thumbs /θ
mz/ The company have given the thumbs-up to my new sales plan! 

Unit 9 107 3 heavily-accented /�hevəli ək�sentid/ He spoke in heavily-accented English – I think he may have been Russian. 

Unit 9 107 3 ensued /in�sju�d/ What ensued was not expected by anyone. 

Unit 9 107 3 mementos /mə�mentəυz/ The house is filled with mementos of his long career abroad. 

Unit 9 107 3 sneaking /�sni�kiŋ/ He walks around sneaking looks at other people's homework so he can copy it. 

Unit 9 107 3 lenses /�lenziz/ Heather uses long lenses to get her wonderful photographs of wild birds and animals. 

Unit 9 107 3 suspicious /sə�spiʃəs/ Some of his colleagues at work became suspicious of his behaviour. 

Unit 9 107 3 recompense /�rekəmpens/ The charge recompenses the bank for the costs involved. 

Unit 9 106 4 official /ə�fiʃəl/ Officials stated that there was no danger to the public from eating beef. 

Unit 9 106 4 provocation /�prɒvə�keiʃən/ She claims that Graham attacked her without any provocation. 

Unit 9 106 4 transaction /tr�n�z�kʃən/ The bank charges a fixed rate for each transaction. 

Unit 9 106 4 schedule /�ʃedju�l, �ske�/ The majority of holiday flights depart and arrive on schedule. 

Unit 9 106 4 consent /kən�sent/ He took the car without the owner's consent. 

Unit 9 106 4 acquire /ə�kwaiə/ Manning hoped to acquire valuable works of art as cheaply as possible. 

Unit 9 108 1 equivalent /i�kwivələnt/ Is the diploma designed as a qualification which is equivalent to a degree? 

Unit 9 108 1 gripped /�ript/ The dramatic storyline really gripped the audience by the throat. 

Unit 9 108 1 captivated /�k�ptiveitid/ The audience was captivated by the girl's strong, powerful voice. 

Unit 9 108 3 enforced /in�fɔ�st/ Tom had a period of enforced isolation when he contracted an infectious disease. 

Unit 9 108 3 ruin /�ru�in/ This illness has ruined my life – things will never be the same. 

Unit 9 108 4 long haul /�lɒŋ �hɔ�l/ Long-haul air travellers are in danger of getting DVT if they don't get up and move around. 

Unit 9 109 2 adapted /ə�d�ptid/ The athletes hope to have adapted to the climate by the time the Olympic Games start. 

Unit 9 109 2 gears /�iəz/ You'll need to change down through the gears before attempting to climb that steep hill. 

Unit 9 recording script listening exercise 2 gastronomic /���strə�nɒmik/ We're off to sample the gastronomic delights of Thailand! 

Unit 9 recording script listening exercise 2 graphic designer /��r�fik di�zainə/ Gerry works as a graphic designer for a large publishing firm. 

Unit 9 recording script listening exercise 2 seaboard /�si�bɔ�d/ Storms have hit the eastern seaboard of the USA. 
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Unit 9 recording script listening exercise 2 sample /�sɑ�mpəl/ Did you get a chance to sample the local food? 

Unit 9 recording script listening exercise 2 encased /in�keist/ The radioactive materials are encased in lead before being buried deep beneath the surface. 

Unit 9 recording script listening exercise 2 cuisine /kwi�zi�n/ The French think that French cuisine is the best in the world. 

Unit 9 recording script listening exercise 2 punctures /�p
ŋktʃəz/ Marie's car had a puncture and she had to change the wheel by the side of the road. 

Unit 9 recording script listening exercise 2 unattended /�
nə�tendid/ Any unattended bags will be removed and may be destroyed. 

Unit 9 recording script listening exercise 2 moose /mu�s/ When we were in Canada, we nearly drove into a moose standing in the middle of the road. 

Unit 9 recording script listening exercise 2 snapping turtle /�sn�piŋ �t��tl/ The zoo has just acquired a snapping turtle for its collection. 

Unit 9 110 2 held up /�held �
p/ Sorry I'm late, I was held up in traffic on the ring road. 

Unit 9 110 3 flight attendant /�flait ə�tendənt/ I asked the flight attendant if I could have a vegetarian meal. 

Unit 9 110 3 restructuring /ri��str
ktʃəriŋ/ Now that they're restructuring the company, Dan will become Chief Executive. 

Unit 9 110 3 furious /�fjυəriəs/ Residents in the area are furious at the decision to build the airport. 

Unit 9 110 3 refund /ri�f
nd/ I took the radio back to the shop, and they refunded my money. 

Unit 9 recording script grammar 2 exercise 4.2 spontaneously /spɒn�teiniəsli/ She spontaneously gave all her change to the blind old man. 

Unit 9 recording script speaking 2 exercise 3 commuting /kə�mju�tiŋ/ I spend at least three hours a day commuting from my home to the office and back. 

Unit 9 recording script speaking 2 exercise 3 treadmill /�tred�mil/ I'm on the treadmill of having to work in an office every day from 9 to 5. 

Unit 9 recording script speaking 2 exercise 3 profitably /�prɒfitəbli/ We traded profitably for many years, but last year we made our first loss. 

Unit 9 112 1 tendency /�tendənsi/ Greg's tendency to be critical made him unpopular with his co-workers. 

Unit 9 112 1 infancy /�infənsi/ In the past, many children died in infancy. 

Unit 9 112 1 bitterly /�bitəli/ He complained bitterly about his exam grades being too low. 

Unit 9 112 1 observant /əb�z��vənt/ James is an observant person who usually notices if anything is wrong. 

Unit 9 113 2 submitted /səb�mitid/ I've submitted my application – now I'm waiting to see whether I get an interview. 

Unit 9 113 2 light-hearted /�lait �hɑ�tid/ The play is a light-hearted comedy about a young couple living in Manhattan. 

Unit 9 113 2 figures /�fi�əz/ Opinions are one thing, but it's the facts and figures that will convince the boss. 

Unit 9 114 5 concourses /�kɒŋkɔ�siz/ There's a duty-free shop on the other side of the airport concourse. 

Unit 9 114 5 coin /kɔin/ Whether you want to do it is one thing – whether you should, is another side of the coin. 

Unit 9 114 5 parcel /�pɑ�səl/ Thinking of how the text and artwork will fit together is part and parcel of publishing a book. 

Unit 10 
    

Unit 10 recording script listening 1 exercise 1 fuss /f
s/ So the Prime Minister's visiting tomorrow – I don't know what all the fuss is about! 

Unit 10 recording script listening 1 exercise 1 irreversible /�iri�v��səbəl/ Fossil fuels have caused irreversible damage to the environment. 

Unit 10 recording script listening 1 exercise 1 heads /hedz/ Don't fill the children's heads with scary stories – you'll give them nightmares! 
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Unit 10 116 2 processed /�prəυsest/ The artificial colourings and flavourings in processed foods are bad for you. 

Unit 10 116 2 standby /�st�ndbai/ Leaving the TV on standby can use as much electricity as having it on. 

Unit 10 116 2 elaborate /i�l�bərət/ The women were dressed in pure silks embroidered with elaborate patterns. 

Unit 10 116 2 cosmetics /kɒz�metiks/ No animals are used in the testing of this range of cosmetics and toiletries. 

Unit 10 116 2 endangered /in�deindəd/ These lizards are classed as an endangered species. 

Unit 10 116 2 extinct /ik�stiŋkt/ Dinosaurs have been extinct for millions of years. 

Unit 10 116 2 habitat /�h�bit�t/ Going to the zoo is not the same as watching monkeys in their natural habitat. 

Unit 10 117 1 encyclopaedia /in�saiklə�pi�diə/ If you want to learn about any subject, you can read about it in the encyclopaedia. 

Unit 10 117 2 authority /ɔ��θɒrəti/ You don't have the authority to tell me what to do! 

Unit 10 117 3 blind /blaind/ Phil is going blind in one eye, and finds it increasingly difficult to read. 

Unit 10 117 3 physically /�fizikli/ She is young and physically fit. 

Unit 10 117 3 strenuous /�strenjuəs/ This long, flat stretch of road is followed by a strenuous climb through the mountains. 

Unit 10 117 3 nuclear /�nju�kliə/ France's reliance on nuclear energy is a weakness in their long-term strategy. 

Unit 10 117 3 trek /trek/ The elephants make their lonely trek across the desert every year. 

Unit 10 117 3 disturbing /di�st��biŋ/ There's been a disturbing increase in the crime rate involving guns. 

Unit 10 118 2 board /bɔ�d/ We need to get the chairman on board if this project is to get off the ground. 

Unit 10 118 2 conservation /�kɒnsə�veiʃən/ Wildlife conservation and eco-tourism go hand in hand. 

Unit 10 118 2 rotating /rəυ�teitiŋ/ Farmers avoid taking all the goodness out of the land by rotating the crops that they  
grow each year. 

Unit 10 118 2 hissed /hist/ We could hear the air leaking as it hissed out of the tiny hole in the tyre. 

Unit 10 118 2 clumps /kl
mps/ After her cancer treatment, her hair started coming out in clumps. 

Unit 10 118 2 bush /bυʃ/ I've bought you a rose bush for your birthday. 

Unit 10 118 2 thorn /θɔ�n/ A long, low hedge of thorns kept the cows from walking across the garden. 

Unit 10 118 2 quarry /�kwɒri/ The lion spent a long time tracking his quarry through the long grass. 

Unit 10 118 2 dawdling /�dɔ�dliŋ/ Stop dawdling, and keep up with me! 

Unit 10 118 2 contemplating /�kɒntəmpleitiŋ/ I'm contemplating a radical change of direction in my career. 

Unit 10 118 2 dismissive /dis�misiv/ Some historians have been dismissive of this argument. 

Unit 10 118 2 demeanour /di�mi�nə/ His quiet, reserved demeanour endeared him to his future mother-in-law. 

Unit 10 118 2 trotting /�trɒtiŋ/ He runs about 10 miles a day, with his dogs often trotting along by his side. 

Unit 10 118 2 veld /velt/ We crossed hundreds of miles of vast, open veld. 

Unit 10 118 2 plight /plait/ The desperate plight of the flood victims generated huge sympathy from the rest of the country. 
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Unit 10 118 2 arid /��rid/ Water from the Great Lakes is pumped to arid regions. 

Unit 10 118 2 livestock /�laivstɒk/ The livestock were taken in during the winter and shared the house with the farmer and his 
family. 

Unit 10 118 2 vast /vɑ�st/ The government will have to borrow vast amounts of money. 

Unit 10 118 2 tracts /tr�kts/ Tracts of land were sold to settlers as the railroad made its way west. 

Unit 10 118 2 pastures /�pɑ�stʃəz/ Sheep and goats graze in the high pastures of the Swiss mountains. 

Unit 10 118 2 escarpments /i�skɑ�pmənts/ The escarpments along each side of the valley were evidence of glaciation. 

Unit 10 118 2 parcelling /�pɑ�səliŋ/ The railroad parcelled out huge amounts of land on either side of the tracks. 

Unit 10 118 2 threaded /�θredid/ The river threaded its way between the mountains and down to the sea. 

Unit 10 118 2 streams /stri�mz/ It's not a good idea to drink from some of these mountain streams. 

Unit 10 118 2 ruggedly /�r
�idli/ The mountains looked ruggedly impressive under their coating of fresh snow. 

Unit 10 118 2 thrived /θraivd/ The young birds thrived on their daily diet of insects and worms. 

Unit 10 118 2 lodge /lɒd/ I lodged with an old couple in Surrey while my house was being built. 

Unit 10 118 2 route /ru�t/ What's the best route to Cambridge from here? 

Unit 10 118 2 rear /riə/ It's a good place to rear young children, as there's no traffic. 

Unit 10 118 2 cubs /k
bz/ Tiger cubs look furry and playful, but they can still be dangerous to humans. 

Unit 10 118 2 enclosure /in�kləυə/ I want to go to the bear enclosure at the zoo. 

Unit 10 118 2 honing /�həυniŋ/ During this period, the cubs are honing their survival skills. 

Unit 10 118 2 release /ri�li�s/ Before release, the sea-lions are fitted with electronic tracking devices. 

Unit 10 118 2 starve /stɑ�v/ Thousands of people will starve if food doesn't reach the city. 

Unit 10 118 2 fend /fend/ The kids had to fend for themselves while their parents were away. 

Unit 10 118 2 sufficient /sə�fiʃənt/ We can only prosecute if there is sufficient evidence. 

Unit 10 118 2 hunks /h
ŋks/ The keepers feed great hunks of raw meat to the lions. 

Unit 10 118 2 scampered off /�sk�mpəd �ɒf/ The mice scampered off when they saw the cat approaching. 

Unit 10 118 2 ration /�r�ʃən/ The weekly meat ration for this animal is around 20 kilos. 

Unit 10 118 2 scavengers /�sk�vindəz/ Vultures are scavengers who appear when a kill has been abandoned by a lion, tiger etc. 

Unit 10 118 2 tuck in /�t
k �in/ Well, the food's all here, so tuck in and enjoy! 

Unit 10 119 2 prey /prei/ He got great film footage of a tiger stalking its prey. 

Unit 10 119 2 carnivores /�kɑ�nivɔ�z/ Hyenas are not just carnivores – they'll eat the bones as well! 

Unit 10 119 2 looming /�lu�miŋ/ There's still the looming question of what Charlie is going to do when he leaves school. 

Unit 10 119 2 inevitable /i�nevitəbəl/ A further escalation of the crisis now seems inevitable. 
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Unit 10 119 2 track /tr�k/ The road leading to the farm was little more than a dirt track. 

Unit 10 119 2 cross-country /�krɒs �k
ntri/ We set off cross-country towards the village. 

Unit 10 119 2 steered /stiəd/ Joe kept a lookout for a place to moor the boat while I steered it. 

Unit 10 119 2 aardvark /�ɑ�dvɑ�k/ The termite mounds provide good feeding opportunities for aardvarks. 

Unit 10 119 2 warthogs /�wɔ�t�hɒ�z/ Warthogs can be very fierce and dangerous when cornered. 

Unit 10 119 2 graded /��reidid/ The footpath along the canal has been graded and surfaced with gravel. 

Unit 10 119 2 kopjes /�kɒpiz/ Harold lives just on the other side of that small kopje you can see in the distance. 

Unit 10 119 2 sentries /�sentriz/ The sentries outside the palace are not supposed to move or talk to the public. 

Unit 10 119 2 tantalising /�t�ntəlaiziŋ/ There's the tantalising prospect that I may be able to go and work in New York for a year! 

Unit 10 119 2 bewitching /bi�witʃiŋ/ The actress had great beauty and a bewitching smile. 

Unit 10 119 2 version /�v��ʃən/ A new version of the software will be available from next week. 

Unit 10 119 2 hide-and-seek /�haid ən �si�k/ Let's play hide-and-seek. You close your eyes and count to 100, and I'll hide. 

Unit 10 119 2 habituation /hə�bitʃu�eiʃən/ Pigeons' habituation to traffic sometimes makes them slow to get out of the way of cars. 

Unit 10 119 2 bounded /�baυndid/ The dogs bounded up to greet us when we opened the front door. 

Unit 10 119 2 deceptive /di�septiv/ Thought they look slow, some snakes move with deceptive speed. 

Unit 10 119 2 orphaned /�ɔ�fənd/ Orphaned children are taught and cared for by the local nuns. 

Unit 10 119 2 exemplifies /i��zemplifaiz/ This latest gift just exemplifies his generosity. 

Unit 10 119 2 rehabilitation /�ri�həbili�teiʃən/ The rehabilitation of mentally ill patients can take years. 

Unit 10 119 2 exquisite /ik�skwizit/ Her hand-made jewellery displays the most exquisite craftsmanship. 

Unit 10 119 2 predators /�predətəz/ The elephant has few predators in the wild. 

Unit 10 119 2 altruism /��ltru�izəm/ Many doctors choose to work in developing countries out of altruism. 

Unit 10 119 2 emerged /i�m��dd/ Johnson has emerged as a serious contender for the position of mayor. 

Unit 10 119 2 pragmatism /�pr��mətizəm/ Wallace was a politician who was not well known for his pragmatism. 

Unit 10 120 1 arthropods /�ɑ�θrəpɒdz/ Centipedes, spiders and insects are all arthropods. 

Unit 10 120 1 scope /skəυp/ Is there any scope for increasing the company's borrowing? 

Unit 10 120 1 accurate /��kjərət/ The brochure tries to give a detailed and accurate description of each hotel. 

Unit 10 120 1 crucial /�kru�ʃəl/ Winning their next three matches is crucial for Fulham's survival in the Premier League. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

emus /�i�mju�z/ Emus are similar to ostriches, and like them, cannot fly. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

invertebrates /in�v��tibrəts/ Invertebrates such as worms often have cold blood. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 jointed /�dɔintid/ This insect has a jointed body and two pairs of wings. 
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listening 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

limbs /limz/ The centre makes and fits artificial limbs for soldiers wounded in battle. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

outer /�aυtə/ Remove the tough outer leaves before cooking. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

creepy-crawlies /�kri�pi �krɔ�liz/ Jan hates creepy-crawlies – she won't go camping in case she gets one in her tent. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

rampage /�r�mpeid/ Gangs of youths have been on the rampage in the city centre all night. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

venom /�venəm/ The venom from some snakes can kill a human in minutes. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

ratings /�reitiŋz/ Ratings for the new comedy series on BBC4 have been poor, and it's being cancelled. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

pitched /pitʃt/ The agency pitched for a new contract yesterday, but we didn't get the work. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

promo /�prəυməυ/ We keep getting promo leaflets through the door for that new bathroom shop. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

commissioned /kə�miʃənd/ The publisher has commissioned three more books from its most successful author. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

dung /d
ŋ/ Horse dung is said to be very good for your rhubarb. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

heaps /hi�ps/ The dried paint formed small heaps all round the artist's palette. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

sensationalism /sen�seiʃənəlizəm/ These newspapers are full of sensationalism, but half the stories are just made up. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

sky dive /�skai daiv/ We're going to sky dive from around 25,000 feet. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

scuba dive /�sku�bə daiv/ Al loves going to the Maldives to scuba dive in the warm water. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

beetles /�bi�tlz/ The floor of the room was covered in big black beetles, so we stayed somewhere else. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

hotfoots /�hɒtfυts/ When we heard about the big sale, we hotfooted it down to the shopping centre. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

herd /h��d/ My uncle keeps a herd of 200 cattle on a farm in Herefordshire. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

priority /prai�ɒrəti/ The club's top priority is to win the League. 

Unit 10 recording script exam focus paper 4 
listening 

fruit-and-veg stall /�fru�t ən �ved stɔ�l/ Her dad used to run a fruit-and-veg stall in Halifax market. 

Unit 10 121 1 constable /�k
nstəbəl/ Keith wants to remain a constable, as he really enjoys working with the public. 

Unit 10 121 1 Superintendent /�su�pərin�tendənt/ Dave has been promoted to Superintendent in the Metropolitan Police. 

Unit 10 121 2 forensic /fə�rensik, �zik/ Forensic experts found traces of blood in the car. 

Unit 10 121 2 forefront /�fɔ�fr
nt/ The company has always been at the forefront of science and technology. 
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Unit 10 121 2 asset /��set/ You've been a real asset to the company over the last 30 years. 

Unit 10 121 2 microscopic /�maikrə�skɒpik/ He was convicted on the evidence of a microscopic speck of dust on his hand. 

Unit 10 121 2 traces /�treisiz/ The forensics team found traces of mud on the suspect's trousers. 

Unit 10 121 2 biological /�baiə�lɒdikəl/ This biological detergent contains substances that help to remove stains. 

Unit 10 121 2 temperament /�tempərəmənt/ Jill has such a lovely relaxed temperament. 

Unit 10 121 2 pinpoint /�pinpɔint/ It's difficult to pinpoint the exact cause of the accident. 

Unit 10 122 2 condor /�kɒndɔ�/ Did you see any condors when you were bird-watching in South America? 

Unit 10 123 grammar 2 exercise 4 global warming /��ləυbəl �wɔ�miŋ/ Global warming is said to be causing a rapid increase in the melting of the polar ice caps. 

Unit 10 123 grammar 2 exercise 4 evidence /�evidəns/ At present we have no evidence of life on other planets. 

Unit 10 123 5 cruel /�kru�əl/ His death was a cruel blow, as he had seemed to be getting better recently. 

Unit 10 123 speaking 1 intonation /�intə�neiʃən/ His intonation patterns lead me to believe that he was speaking Mandarin. 

Unit 10 recording script speaking exercise 1 sustain /sə�stein/ This area of land sustains a large population of birds and animals. 

Unit 10 124 1 keep up /�ki�p �
p/ I don't think I can keep this up any longer – can I stop now? 

Unit 10 124 1 catch up with /�k�tʃ �
p wið, wiθ/ It took six years for the law to catch up with them, but then they were sent to jail. 

Unit 10 124 1 make up /�meik �
p/ Women make up only a small proportion of the prison population. 

Unit 10 124 1 cut down on /�k
t �daυn ɒn/ The supermarket is trying to cut down on the number of plastic bags that its customers use. 

Unit 10 124 1 carbon emissions /�kɑ�bən i�miʃənz/ Everyone is being encouraged to think about their carbon emissions when they travel anywhere. 

Unit 10 124 1 narrow down /�n�rəυ �daυn/ I've narrowed down the possibilities, and it can only be one of three things. 

Unit 10 124 1 freshen up /�freʃən �
p/ Fiona's gone to freshen up after her long journey. 

Unit 10 124 1 do up /�du� �
p/ We'd like to do up the living room with new carpets and paint, but we can't afford it. 

Unit 10 124 1 liven up /�laivən �
p/ The party really livened up when Mattie arrived. 

Unit 10 124 1 campaigners /k�m�peinəz/ Religious campaigners have protested against the use of certain textbooks in schools. 

Unit 10 124 1 allegations /��li��eiʃənz/ Harry made allegations that I had lied about my past. 

Unit 10 124 1 track down /�tr�k �daυn/ Have you managed to track down that file I asked you for? 

Unit 10 124 1 appealed /ə�pi�ld/ Police have appealed for witnesses to the attack on Mr Johnson. 

Unit 10 124 1 protesters /prə�testəz/ 50,000 protesters gathered in the city streets to complain about the new tax. 

Unit 10 124 1 die down /�dai �daυn/ Don't worry, the gossip will soon die down. 

Unit 10 125 2 melted down /�meltid �daυn/ Police think that the thieves melted down the silver objects and sold the metal. 

Unit 10 125 2 touch up /�t
tʃ �
p/ Ring the French polisher and ask him to come and touch up the scratches on this table. 

Unit 10 125 2 scratches /�skr�tʃiz/ There are scratches on the door where somebody's obviously been trying to break in. 
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Unit 10 125 2 sidled up /�saidld �
p/ This horrible guy sidled up to me and started to chat me up. 

Unit 10 125 2 flared up /�fleəd �
p/ That skin problem I had last year has flared up again. 

Unit 10 125 2 creep up on /�kri�p �
p ɒn/ Don't speak – let's creep up on them and scare them. 

Unit 10 125 2 debts /dets/ We pay off our credit cards debts in full at the end of every month. 

Unit 10 125 2 mounting up /�maυntiŋ �
p/ The number of problems we've found in the new car is mounting up. 

Unit 10 125 2 watered (it) down /�wɔ�təd �daυn/ I think this beer is watered down – it tastes really weak. 

Unit 10 125 3 poured down /�pɔ�d �daυn/ The rain poured down for the entire week of our holiday. 

Unit 10 125 3 downpour /�daυnpɔ�/ It was sunny in the morning, but there was a real downpour in the afternoon. 

Unit 10 125 4 severe /si�viə/ His injuries were quite severe, so he had to stay in hospital for several weeks. 

Unit 10 126 4 collated /kə�leitid/ All the replies will be collated, and then we'll find out what the majority of people think. 

Unit 10 126 4 former /�fɔ�mə/ Jack and Jill fell down the hill, but only the former was badly injured. 

Unit 10 126 4 knock-on /�nɒk ɒn/ These price rises will have a knock-on effect on the economy. 

Unit 10 126 4 slots /slɒts/ The price of landing and take-off slots at the airport has increased over the last year. 

Unit 11 
    

Unit 11 130 1 incident /�insidənt/ A spokesman said it was an isolated incident that was unlikely to happen again. 

Unit 11 130 1 lap /l�p/ Shannon sat on her mother's lap, so we didn't have to pay another fare for her. 

Unit 11 130 1 blow out /�bləυ �aυt/ Simon blew out all the candles on his birthday cake, and made a wish. 

Unit 11 130 1 concept /�kɒnsept/ The concept of patient choice is relatively new to the National Health Service. 

Unit 11 130 1 traumatic /trɔ��m�tik/ His son's death was the most traumatic event in Stan's life. 

Unit 11 130 1 volume /�vɒlju�m/ Can you turn the volume up? I can't hear what she's saying. 

Unit 11 130 2 pushchair /�pυʃ�tʃeə/ There is only room for two pushchairs on the bus at one time. 

Unit 11 131 1 take (it all) in /�teik �in/ I couldn't take in what was happening – it was all so fast. 

Unit 11 131 1 took to /�tυk tə, tυ/ Jimmy's really taken to your sister – I think he likes her a lot. 

Unit 11 131 1 take (anyone else) on /�teik �ɒn/ We're not taking on any new staff at the moment – come back in a month. 

Unit 11 131 1 stride /straid/ He was very calm throughout, and took all the problems in his stride. 

Unit 11 131 1 advantage /əd�vɑ�ntid/ Take advantage of this great offer and get two tickets for the price of one! 

Unit 11 131 1 granted /��rɑ�ntid/ She says her husband takes her for granted, and just expects her to do everything for him. 

Unit 11 131 1 breath /breθ/ The sheer scale of the building took my breath away when I saw it. 

Unit 11 131 1 single-handed /�siŋ�əl �h�ndid/ A 15-year-old boy has made a single-handed voyage across the Atlantic. 

Unit 11 131 1 taken (a lot) out of /�teikən �aυt əv, ɒv/ That walk up the hill has taken a lot out of Grandad. 
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Unit 11 131 1 take (it) up with /�teik �
p wið, wiθ/ If you wish to take your complaint further, please take it up with our customer relations people. 

Unit 11 131 1 took (it) as /�tυk əz/ I took his letter as an apology, and forgave him. 

Unit 11 131 1 stick /stik/ She got the wrong end of the stick and misunderstood me completely. 

Unit 11 131 1 charismatic /�k�riz�m�tik/ Martin Luther King was a very charismatic speaker. 

Unit 11 131 2 mind /maind/ Don't hold back – speak your mind and tell us what you really think. 

Unit 11 131 2 mind /maind/ If you read a magazine, it'll take your mind off the fact that you're waiting for the dentist. 

Unit 11 131 2 mind /maind/ Are you out of your mind? You must be mad to be thinking of leaving! 

Unit 11 131 2 read /ri�d/ I can't read your mind – you have to tell me what you're thinking. 

Unit 11 131 2 rest /rest/ The news that she's safe has put my mind at rest. 

Unit 11 131 2 mind /maind/ I wish you'd make up your mind whether you're staying or going! 

Unit 11 131 2 brain /brein/ She's got money on the brain – it's all she ever thinks about! 

Unit 11 131 2 brains /breinz/ Can I pick your brains? I need some advice. 

Unit 11 131 2 rack /r�k/ I've been racking my brains, but I just can't remember his name. 

Unit 11 132 1 lapses /�l�psiz/ John suffers from lapses of memory, and sometimes can't even remember his own name. 

Unit 11 132 1 prone /prəυn/ Some plants are very prone to disease, while others are resistant. 

Unit 11 132 1 short-term /�ʃɔ�t �t��m/ The treatment may bring short-term benefits to AIDS sufferers. 

Unit 11 132 1 prevalent /�prevələnt/ Solvent abuse is especially prevalent among younger teenagers. 

Unit 11 132 1 acknowledges /ək�nɒlidiz/ The foreword acknowledges his friends' contributions to the book. 

Unit 11 132 1 bound /baυnd/ Don't lie to her. She's bound to find out about it. 

Unit 11 132 1 deteriorate /di�tiəriəreit/ Ethel's health has deteriorated to the point where she finds it difficult to get out of bed. 

Unit 11 133 1 warbling /�wɔ�bliŋ/ She keeps warbling on about her holidays – I wish she'd shut up and do some work. 

Unit 11 133 1 tracks /tr�ks/ She stopped dead in her tracks with surprise when she saw him coming towards her. 

Unit 11 133 1 epidemic /�epi�demik/ Over 500 people died during last year's flu epidemic. 

Unit 11 133 1 affliction /ə�flikʃən/ The afflictions of old age are beginning to affect him, but he remains cheerful. 

Unit 11 133 1 amnesia /�m�ni�ziə/ Ever since the accident she has been suffering from amnesia. 

Unit 11 133 1 plunged /pl
ndd/ Her death plunged him into a deep depression from which he never really recovered. 

Unit 11 133 1 levers /�li�vəz/ What are all these buttons and levers for at the front of the plane? 

Unit 11 133 1 windscreen /�windskri�n/ A stone flew up off the road surface and made a crack in the windscreen. 

Unit 11 133 1 wipers /�waipəz/ The wipers on our car come on automatically when it starts to rain. 

Unit 11 133 1 cruise /kru�z/ We were cruising in the Caribbean all winter. 
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Unit 11 133 1 boardroom /�bɔ�dru�m, �rυm/ There are so many of us, I've arranged for us to meet in the boardroom. 

Unit 11 133 1 bombarded /bɒm�bɑ�did/ I'm constantly bombarded with emails from people who work less than 10 metres away. 

Unit 11 133 1 dial /daiəl/ I think I dialled the wrong number, because a stranger answered. 

Unit 11 133 1 anniversaries /��ni�v��səriz/ Married couples usually celebrate on their wedding anniversaries. 

Unit 11 133 1 software /�sɒftweə/ She loaded the new photo-manipulation software onto her computer. 

Unit 11 133 1 tuning in /�tju�niŋ �in/ I spent a few minutes tuning in the car radio to all the local stations. 

Unit 11 133 1 hazard /�h�zəd/ Polluted water sources are a hazard to wildlife. 

Unit 11 133 1 unwittingly /
n�witiŋli/ Friedmann had unwittingly broken the law, of which he was ignorant. 

Unit 11 133 1 consciousness /�kɒnʃəsnəs/ David lost consciousness at eight o'clock and died a few hours later. 

Unit 11 133 1 recall /ri�kɔ�l/ A child's information recall is usually accurate. 

Unit 11 133 1 frontal /�fr
ntl/ The tanks made a frontal assault on the enemy's position. 

Unit 11 133 1 lobes /ləυbz/ The disease is affecting both lobes of the patient's brain. 

Unit 11 133 1 alas /ə�l�s/ Alas, Donald died last year, so I never met him after all. 

Unit 11 133 1 let (us) off /�let �ɒf/ The policeman let the children off with a warning for cycling on the pavement. 

Unit 11 133 1 guru /��υru�/ The company brought in a management guru to improve their HR systems. 

Unit 11 133 1 preoccupied /pri��ɒkjəpaid/ What's wrong with Cindy? She seems a little preoccupied. 

Unit 11 133 1 slipped my mind /�slipt mai �maind/ I was supposed to ring him yesterday, but it slipped my mind. 

Unit 11 134 2 cataloguing /�k�təlɒ�iŋ/ Dave spends hours cataloguing his collection of postage stamps. 

Unit 11 134 2 span /sp�n/ Over a span of ten years, the company has made great progress. 

Unit 11 134 2 digestible /dai�destibəl, di�/ A mint to finish off a meal can make it more digestible. 

Unit 11 134 2 chunks /tʃ
ŋks/ I made a salad with tomato, lettuce and tuna chunks. 

Unit 11 134 2 aid /eid/ To aid the reader, there is an index at the back of the book. 

Unit 11 134 2 accomplish /ə�k
mpliʃ/ We have accomplished everything we set out to do. 

Unit 11 134 2 omission /əυ�miʃən/ The omission of her name was not a deliberate act. 

Unit 11 134 2 absorbing /əb�sɔ�biŋ, ��zɔ��/ I find that model railroading is an absorbing hobby. 

Unit 11 134 2 enthralling /in�θrɔ�liŋ/ Going to the circus is an enthralling experience for little children. 

Unit 11 134 2 whereby /weə�bai/ He's made a proposal whereby EU citizens would be allowed to reside anywhere in the EU. 

Unit 11 134 2 thus /ð
s/ Most of the evidence was destroyed in the fire. Thus it was almost impossible to prove him guilty. 

Unit 11 134 2 devoid /di�vɔid/ His face was devoid of any warmth or humour. 

Unit 11 134 2 deficient /di�fiʃənt/ Women who are dieting can become deficient in iron. 
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Unit 11 134 2 sequence /�si�kwəns/ The questions should be answered in a logical sequence. 

Unit 11 134 2 sidestep /�saidstep/ The report sidesteps the environmental issues instead of dealing with them. 

Unit 11 134 2 sidetrack /�saidtr�k/ Don't get sidetracked by the audience's questions – keep to the point. 

Unit 11 135 3 loyalty /�lɔiəlti/ Elizabeth understood her husband's loyalty to his sister. 

Unit 11 135 4 seldom /�seldəm/ Karen had seldom seen him so angry. 

Unit 11 136 vocabulary 2 exercise 1 think things through /�θiŋk θiŋz �θru�/ Don't rush into anything. Just think things through carefully, and then decide. 

Unit 11 137 2 world /w��ld/ Jo thinks the world of her grandmother, and would do anything for her. 

Unit 11 137 2 box /bɒks/ Keane has a reputation for thinking outside the box in making his managerial decisions. 

Unit 11 137 2 feet /fi�t/ Sam is good at thinking on her feet and adapting to changing situations. 

Unit 11 137 2 better /�betə/ I was going to hit him, but when I saw how big he was, I thought better of it. 

Unit 11 137 2 straight /streit/ There's so much noise in here, I can't think straight. 

Unit 11 137 2 turmoil /�t��mɔil/ The country is facing the prospect of another week of political turmoil. 

Unit 11 137 Use of English 2 assignment /ə�sainmənt/ She's gone to Italy on a special assignment for her newspaper. 

Unit 11 138 3 stimulus /�stimjələs/ Tax cuts provided the stimulus which the slow economy needed. 

Unit 11 recording script listening exercise 3 pent-up /�pent �
p/ Years of pent-up anger and frustration came to light in his outburst. 

Unit 11 recording script listening exercise 3 offensive /ə�fensiv/ I found her remarks deeply offensive. 

Unit 11 recording script listening exercise 3 immune /i�mju�n/ Once we've had the disease, we're immune for life. 

Unit 11 recording script listening exercise 3 ailments /�eilmənts/ She's now over 90 and suffering from various old people's ailments. 

Unit 11 recording script listening exercise 3 clapping /�kl�piŋ/ The audience didn't stop clapping till the performers reappeared on stage and did an encore. 

Unit 11 recording script listening exercise 3 chanting /�tʃɑ�ntiŋ/ The crowd was cheering and chanting the winner's name. 

Unit 11 138 1 constant /�kɒnstənt/ There was a constant stream of visitors to the house. 

Unit 11 139 1 converting /kən�v��tiŋ/ The old house will need converting to mains electricity and sewerage. 

Unit 12 
    

Unit 12 142 3 saucer /�sɔ�sə/ Some people think they have seen flying saucers, and others that they have met aliens  
from other worlds. 

Unit 12 142 3 ellipsoid /i�lipsɔid/ The classic rugby ball is an ellipsoid made of leather. 

Unit 12 142 3 shell /ʃel/ The outer shell of the entire building is made from a type of plastic. 

Unit 12 142 3 reinforced /�ri�in�fɔ�st/ We've reinforced the walls with two-inch-thick steel. 

Unit 12 142 3 ellipse-shaped /i�lips �ʃeipt/ A rugby ball is ellipse-shaped, whereas a football is round. 

Unit 12 142 3 sockets /�sɒkits/ There are two sockets at the back of the laptop where you can plug in peripherals. 

Unit 12 142 3 dubious /�dju�biəs/ The firm was accused of dubious accounting practices. 
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Unit 12 142 3 intuitive /in�tju�ətiv/ He seemed to have an intuitive awareness of how I felt. 

Unit 12 142 3 prototype /�prəυtətaip/ When will a working prototype of the new car be available? 

Unit 12 142 3 drop by /�drɒp �bai/ Give me a ring later and let me know when it would be convenient to drop by. 

Unit 12 142 3 domestic /də�mestik/ The booming domestic economy has led to a rise in disposable income. 

Unit 12 142 3 tripled /�tripəld/ Sales have more than tripled since the new product line was brought in. 

Unit 12 142 3 icon /�aikɒn/ To open a new file, click on the icon at the top of the screen. 

Unit 12 142 3 headline-grabbing /�hedlain ��r�biŋ/ The story was headline-grabbing material in the national newspapers. 

Unit 12 142 3 installation /�instə�leiʃən/ The company specialises in the installation and maintenance of alarm systems. 

Unit 12 142 3 intriguing /in�tri��iŋ/ The magazine carries an intriguing mixture of high fashion, gossip and racing. 

Unit 12 142 3 grasp /�rɑ�sp/ Luke took her arm in a firm grasp and led her through the gate. 

Unit 12 142 3 preserve /pri�z��v/ We must encourage the planting of new trees and preserve our existing woodlands. 

Unit 12 143 3 sinister /�sinistə/ There was something sinister about Mr Scott's death. 

Unit 12 143 3 embellished /im�beliʃt/ The castle was embellished with several ornate towers. 

Unit 12 143 3 depicted /di�piktid/ Her drawing depicted the village where she and her husband had a holiday cottage. 

Unit 12 143 3 billows /�biləυz/ Billows of cloud swept across the face of the mountain. 

Unit 12 143 3 akin /ə�kin/ Something akin to panic overwhelmed him. 

Unit 12 143 3 ghastly /��ɑ�stli/ We stayed in a ghastly little hotel which I hope we never see the inside of again! 

Unit 12 143 3 premonition /�premə�niʃən/ She had a premonition of her own death, which happened just as she had dreamed it. 

Unit 12 143 3 tucked into /�t
kt �intə/ He always carried a fresh handkerchief tucked into the breast pocket of his jacket. 

Unit 12 143 3 silhouette /�silu�et/ The dark silhouettes of domes and minarets gave the city an air of romance. 

Unit 12 143 3 salient /�seiliənt/ Just give me the salient points of the report, I don't want to read it all. 

Unit 12 143 3 spate /speit/ There's been a spate of burglaries in this area recently. 

Unit 12 143 3 coincidence /kəυ�insidəns/ I'm going to Appleby tomorrow.' ' What a coincidence! I'm going up there too.' 

Unit 12 143 3 glimpse /�limps/ I briefly glimpsed a figure at the window. 

Unit 12 143 3 momentous /məυ�mentəs, mə�/ Blair made the momentous decision to join the USA in the war on Iraq. 

Unit 12 143 3 outrage /�aυtreid/ The response to the jury's verdict was one of outrage. 

Unit 12 143 3 scrupulously /�skru�pjυləsli/ The cleaning staff keep all the hospital wards scrupulously clean. 

Unit 12 143 3 apocalyptic /ə�pɒkə�liptik/ The novel presents us with an apocalyptic vision of the future 

Unit 12 143 3 predated /�pri��deitid/ Galileo's theories about the sun and the Earth predated people's willingness to believe in them. 

Unit 12 143 3 foretold /fɔ��təυld/ Many of Asimov's stories foretold inventions that have become reality. 
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Unit 12 143 3 certified /�s��tifaid/ The bank manager's signature certified that the loan had been approved. 

Unit 12 143 3 genuine /�denjuin/ The reforms are motivated by a genuine concern for the disabled. 

Unit 12 143 3 hypnotised /�hipnətaizd/ I was hypnotised by the beautiful landscape that lay before me. 

Unit 12 143 3 retreat /ri�tri�t/ The village has become something of an artists' retreat. 

Unit 12 143 3 haven /�heivən/ The riverbanks are a haven for wildlife. 

Unit 12 143 3 blandly /�bl�ndli/ He blandly stated that he would shut the factory down if profits didn't increase. 

Unit 12 143 3 prescribed /pri�skraibd/ All schools must follow the prescribed curriculum. 

Unit 12 143 3 sternly /�st��nli/ He warned her sternly about the consequences of disobeying him. 

Unit 12 143 3 ethos /�i�θɒs/ It was a community in which people lived according to an ethos of sharing and caring. 

Unit 12 144 2 hurricane /�h
rikən/ The storm chasers wanted to make a film from the inside of a hurricane. 

Unit 12 145 1 immerse /i�m��s/ Immerse your foot in ice-cold water to reduce the swelling. 

Unit 12 145 1 ethnic /�eθnik/ The school teaches pupils from many different ethnic groups. 

Unit 12 145 1 reminiscence /�remə�nisəns/ Although he lived through it, reminiscences on the war don't really interest Phil. 

Unit 12 145 1 assigned /ə�saind/ I've been assigned to washing-up duties for the whole weekend. 

Unit 12 145 1 origin /�ɒrədin/ Scientists produced a new theory to explain the origins of the universe. 

Unit 12 145 1 trigger /�tri�ə/ He took aim and squeezed the trigger of the gun. 

Unit 12 145 1 capture /�k�ptʃə/ Government troops have succeeded in capturing the rebel leader. 

Unit 12 145 1 vein /vein/ The miners discovered a rich vein of silver running through the rock. 

Unit 12 146 exam focus paper 3 Use 
of English 

enigma /i�ni�mə/ The neighbours regarded him as something of an enigma. 

Unit 12 146 exam focus paper 3 Use 
of English 

temporal /�tempərəl/ Journeys in science fiction can be temporal as well as geographical, as people can travel in time. 

Unit 12 146 exam focus paper 3 Use 
of English 

paradoxes /�p�rədɒksiz/ I always tell lies' and 'I never tell the truth' are two classic paradoxes. 

Unit 12 146 exam focus paper 3 Use 
of English 

dabbling /�d�bəliŋ/ I've been dabbling in art for several years, but never became a serious collector. 

Unit 12 147 2 refurbishment /ri��f��biʃmənt/ The decision depends on whether you build a new ward or make do with the refurbishment  
of the old one. 

Unit 12 147 3 broadband connection /�brɔ�db�nd kə�nekʃən/ How fast, really, is your broadband connection? 

Unit 12 147 3 itinerary /ai�tinərəri/ His itinerary would take him from Bordeaux to Budapest. 

Unit 12 147 4 archaeological /�ɑ�kiə�lɒdikəl/ There's an archaeological dig taking place on the proposed site for the new building. 

Unit 12 147 4 precondition /�pri�kən�diʃən/ A total ceasefire is a precondition for talks. 

Unit 12 147 4 dual /�dju�əl/ The bridge has a dual role, carrying both road and rail. 

Unit 12 147 4 disseminate /di�semineit/ Her findings have been widely disseminated throughout government. 
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Unit 12 147 4 contemporary /kən�tempərəri, �pəri/ The gallery is showing an exhibition of contemporary Japanese prints. 

Unit 12 148 listening 2 interactivity /�intər�k�tivəti/ The so-called 'interactivity' of many computer programs is really only cause and effect. 

Unit 12 148 listening 2 plot /plɒt/ The government uncovered a plot to bomb the UN headquarters. 

Unit 12 148 3 predecessors /�pri�disesəz/ My predecessors in this job laid the foundations of an excellent system. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 awesome /�ɔ�səm/ The experience was fantastic – or, as the Americans would say, 'awesome'. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 lives up to /�livz �
p tə, tυ/ The Maldives really lives up to its reputation as a fantastic place to go scuba-diving. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 cadet /kə�det/ He's not a proper soldier, he's just a cadet in the local TA. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 invasion /in�veiən/ The invasion of Normandy cost the lives of thousands of British soldiers. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 solar /�səυlə/ There will be a solar eclipse at 9.47 on Tuesday morning, when the sky will go dark. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 subscription /səb�skripʃən/ Would you be interested in taking out a subscription to Newsweek? 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 sequels /�si�kwəlz/ Why do they keep making sequels to what were very bad films in the first place? 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 tedious /�ti�diəs/ The work was tiring and tedious, and I soon got very bored. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 letdown /�letdaυn/ The end of the book was a real letdown – I was very disappointed. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 goblins /��ɒblinz/ Goblins are usually described as small people with pointy ears and hats. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 ironed out /�aiənd �aυt/ They still haven't ironed out the problem with the steering wheel. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 glitches /��litʃiz/ We'll spend the next week ironing out the glitches in the system, and then it goes live. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 traverse /trə�v��s/ It will take around two days to traverse the mountain. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 dungeons /�d
ndənz/ You can visit the castle's dungeons, where prisoners used to be kept. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 delve into /�delv �intə, �intυ/ I'll need to delve into the company's past records to find the source of the problem. 

Unit 12 recording script listening exercise 3 expertise /�eksp���ti�z/ What he's bringing to the company is financial expertise. 

Unit 12 150 4 avid /��vid/ Hal is an avid collector of old jazz records, and has around 5000. 

Unit 12 150 4 visionary /�viənəri/ Under his visionary leadership, the city prospered. 

Unit 12 150 4 magnetic resonance imaging /m���netik �rezənəns 
�imidiŋ/ 

Magnetic resonance imaging is used to scan the patient's whole body. 

Unit 12 150 4 dermal /�d��məl/ Dermal' is an adjective meaning 'concerning or of the skin'. 

Unit 12 150 4 regenerators /ri��denəreitəz/ Lasers are the equivalent of the futuristic 'dermal regenerators' used to heal wounds in  
science fiction. 

Unit 12 150 4 heal /hi�l/ It took three months for my arm to heal properly. 

Unit 12 150 4 wounds /wu�ndz/ She was very badly injured, and died of her wounds at the scene. 

Unit 12 150 4 anticipated /�n�tisipeitid/ His engineering practices anticipated many of today's high-tech bridge constructions. 
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Unit 12 150 4 tissue /�tiʃu�, �sju�/ When your scar tissue has healed, we'll be able to disguise the damage. 

Unit 12 150 4 teleportation /�telipɔ��teiʃən/ Star Trek characters used teleportation to get themselves onto the surface of the  
planets they visited. 

Unit 13 
    

Unit 13 154 2 ghost writers /��əυst �raitəz/ The actress didn't really write her own autobiography, but used a ghost writer. 

Unit 13 154 4 status /�steitəs/ These documents have no legal status in Britain. 

Unit 13 154 4 profession /prə�feʃən/ Both my sisters are members of the teaching profession. 

Unit 13 154 4 prestige /pre�sti�/ Nothing beats the prestige of having your work shown at a top London gallery. 

Unit 13 154 4 terms /t��mz/ I'm not on good terms with Jane's mother since she overheard me calling her a hippo. 

Unit 13 155 4 retail /�ri�teil/ We need a manager with at least 20 years' experience in the retail business. 

Unit 13 155 4 outlets /�aυtləts/ Starbucks has at least four outlets in the middle of town. 

Unit 13 155 4 dominant /�dɒminənt/ The dominant male gorilla is the largest in the group. 

Unit 13 155 4 clued-up /�klu�d �
p/ Ask Margaret. She's pretty clued-up about that sort of thing. 

Unit 13 155 4 extension /ik�stenʃən/ The extension of the Jubilee underground line cost millions of pounds. 

Unit 13 155 4 accessory /ək�sesəri/ This department carries bathroom accessories such as mirrors and towel-rails. 

Unit 13 155 4 turned up /�t��nd �
p/ John and his snobbish wife turned up their noses at our plain, everyday food. 

Unit 13 155 4 grounds /�raυndz/ They refused me a loan on the grounds that I didn't own a house. 

Unit 13 155 4 downmarket /�daυn�mɑ�kit/ Many downmarket tabloid newspapers have been sold on the back of that rumour! 

Unit 13 155 4 loftiest /�lɒftiəst/ The eagle perched on the loftiest branch of the huge tree. 

Unit 13 155 4 lowliest /�ləυliəst/ From the lord of the manor down to the lowliest farmworker, everyone knew his place. 

Unit 13 155 4 shift /ʃift/ There's been a shift in attitudes towards this method of teaching maths. 

Unit 13 155 4 trail /treil/ The trail led over Boulder Pass before descending to a lake. 

Unit 13 155 4 succession /sək�seʃən/ She won the championship four times in succession. 

Unit 13 155 4 royalties /�rɔiəltiz/ They paid us a flat fee, but we really wanted to receive royalties instead. 

Unit 13 155 4 tempted /�temptid/ After that remark, I was tempted to punch him on the nose! 

Unit 13 155 4 fee /fi�/ Do they charge a fee to get into the museum? 

Unit 13 155 4 faith /feiθ/ I still have faith in the old, traditional ways of doing things. 

Unit 13 155 4 beating /�bi�tiŋ/ Her horse came first, beating the favourite into second place. 

Unit 13 155 4 hands down /�h�ndz �daυn/ Arsenal beat Manchester United hands down, and won the cup easily. 

Unit 13 155 4 belatedly /bi�leitidli/ Somewhat belatedly, I've realised that I should have gone to the doctor's yesterday. 

Unit 13 155 4 roused /raυzd/ The police roused him from his drunken sleep and sent him on his way home. 
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Unit 13 155 4 stupor /�stju�pə/ We found him lying at the bottom of the stairs in a drunken stupor. 

Unit 13 155 4 tossing /�tɒsiŋ/ He went round the supermarket tossing in any old thing he could think of. 

Unit 13 155 4 paperbacks /�peipəb�ks/ Paperback books are much less expensive than hard-cover versions. 

Unit 13 155 4 tapped /t�pt/ We haven't yet tapped in to many of the opportunities that trade with China could bring. 

Unit 13 155 4 profile /�prəυfail/ Dan wrote an insightful profile of the young Canadian film-maker. 

Unit 13 155 4 bank balances /�b�ŋk �b�lənsiz/ Our bank balances have taken a battering since we bought the new house. 

Unit 13 155 4 credited /�kreditid/ I was credited with the success, but in fact it was all down to Jimmy. 

Unit 13 155 4 perceive /pə�si�v/ Even as a young woman she had been perceived as a future chief executive. 

Unit 13 155 4 introspective /�intrə�spektiv/ An introspective person, he was constantly analysing what others thought of him. 

Unit 13 155 4 shirty /�ʃ��ti/ No need to get shirty! Keep your temper! 

Unit 13 155 4 alluring /ə�ljυəriŋ/ Tourists have always been attracted by the alluring magic of Hong Kong. 

Unit 13 155 4 confession /kən�feʃən/ Sanchez's confession to the murder was read out to the court. 

Unit 13 155 4 hardship /�hɑ�dʃip/ This economic policy has caused great hardship for many poorly-paid people. 

Unit 13 155 4 breed /bri�d/ Spaniels are my favourite breed of dog. 

Unit 13 155 4 redefined /�ri�di�faind/ His superb performance redefined the sport of cycle racing today. 

Unit 13 155 4 would-be /�wυd bi�/ Would-be supermodels don't have to avoid eating anything but lettuce all day, you know! 

Unit 13 155 4 royalty /�rɔiəlti/ At school the other children treated them like royalty. 

Unit 13 155 4 bonded /�bɒndid/ The great thing about young children is, it only takes five minutes and they've bonded! 

Unit 13 155 4 glory /��lɔ�ri/ She dreamed of future glory as an Olympic champion. 

Unit 13 155 4 magnifying glass /�m��nifai�iŋ ��lɑ�s/ Lesley took out a magnifying glass and began to examine the butterfly in detail. 

Unit 13 154 5 inferior /in�fiəriə/ I felt very inferior among all those academics. 

Unit 13 154 5 aspiring /ə�spaiəriŋ/ Aspiring young writers could do worse than to follow her example. 

Unit 13 154 5 confidential /�kɒnfi�denʃəl/ A confidential government report has been leaked to the newspapers. 

Unit 13 154 5 exploit /ik�splɔit/ Homeworkers can easily be exploited by employers. 

Unit 13 156 1 overrated /�əυvə�reitid/ Weekends are overrated – I still never seem to have time to enjoy myself! 

Unit 13 156 grammar 1 numerous /�nju�mərəs/ Numerous attempts have been made to hide the truth, but none have succeeded. 

Unit 13 156 grammar 1 reprimanded /�reprimɑ�ndid/ He was reprimanded by Personnel because his behaviour was offensive to women colleagues. 

Unit 13 156 grammar 1 superior /su��piəriə/ He had a good working relationship with his immediate superior. 

Unit 13 157 2 registered /�redistəd/ How many delegates are registered to attend the conference? 

Unit 13 157 2 piled /paild/ The table was piled high with food – I didn't think we'd manage to eat it all! 
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Unit 13 158 5 innate /i�neit/ Children have an innate ability to learn language. 

Unit 13 158 5 imitate /�imiteit/ She was a splendid mimic, and loved to imitate Winston Churchill. 

Unit 13 159 1 muscle tension /�m
səl �tenʃən/ I keep getting muscle tension in my back from too many hours of typing. 

Unit 13 159 1 traced /treist/ The artist traced the outline of his drawing onto the paper and then began to paint. 

Unit 13 159 1 kneading /�ni�diŋ/ Keep kneading the dough until it becomes pliable and stretchy. 

Unit 13 159 1 chatter /�tʃ�tə/ She chattered away happily until she noticed I wasn't listening. 

Unit 13 159 1 rota /�rəυtə/ We have a cleaning and washing-up rota in the flat so that everyone takes a turn. 

Unit 13 159 1 mop /mɒp/ She mopped the floor after the baby spilt his breakfast. 

Unit 13 159 1 sweep /swi�p/ Bert swept the path in front of the house. 

Unit 13 159 1 dust /d
st/ Rachel dusted the books and polished the bookshelves. 

Unit 13 160 1 least /li�st/ The rough seas will make it difficult, to say the least, to swim the Channel. 

Unit 13 160 1 talk /tɔ�k/ I'm not very good at making small talk, so I find it difficult to meet people. 

Unit 13 160 1 talking /�tɔ�kiŋ/ Sally got a real talking to from her dad when she got in late last night. 

Unit 13 160 1 point /pɔint/ Can we stop talking about what happened in the pub last night and get to the point of the 
meeting? 

Unit 13 160 1 head /hed/ I can't make head or tail of what she's saying – it might as well be a foreign language! 

Unit 13 160 1 obscure /əb�skjυə/ Kay is always using obscure words that I've never heard and don't know the meaning of. 

Unit 13 160 1 shop /ʃɒp/ I don't walk to talk shop all through dinner, so let's forget about work. 

Unit 13 160 1 turn-taking /�t��n �teikiŋ/ You have to respect others' turn-taking rights when you're having a debate. 

Unit 13 160 1 edgeways /�edweiz/ If ever these two stop talking, I might manage to get a word in edgeways! 

Unit 13 160 1 cross-purposes /�krɒs �p��pəsiz/ I think we're talking at cross-purposes – I'm talking about John the butcher, not John  
the bus-driver. 

Unit 13 160 1 talk down to /�tɔ�k �daυn tə, tυ/ The students felt that they were talked down to as though they were children. 

Unit 13 160 1 speak /spi�k/ He acted as the teacher, so to speak, and my role was to be the pupil. 

Unit 13 161 1 extended /ik�stendid/ They extended their house at the side to provide two more rooms. 

Unit 13 161 1 implemented /�impləmentid/ As soon as we implemented our new marketing plan, sales started to increase. 

Unit 13 161 1 remanded /ri�mɑ�ndid/ The men were remanded in custody pending psychiatric reports. 

Unit 13 161 1 custody /�k
stədi/ He got custody of his son after the divorce. 

Unit 13 161 1 press release /�pres ri�li�s/ The company gave out a press release that announced their new range of products. 

Unit 13 161 2 truancy-hit /�tru�ənsi hit/ In one truancy-hit class the numbers attending were down by half. 

Unit 13 161 2 entice /in�tais/ The birds were enticed back into Britain 40 years ago. 

Unit 13 161 2 stimulated /�stimjυleitid/ His ideas were further stimulated by going to the Egyptian exhibition at the gallery. 
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Unit 13 161 2 e-mentoring /�i� �mentəriŋ/ On this course, you benefit from e-mentoring by an expert in the subject you are studying. 

Unit 13 161 2 truancy /�tru�ənsi/ The school's truancy rate has soared since last term. 

Unit 13 161 2 significantly /si��nifikəntli/ Health problems can be significantly reduced by careful diet. 

Unit 13 161 2 initiative /i�niʃətiv/ I wish my son would show more initiative instead of just following others' lead. 

Unit 13 161 4 extra-curricular /�ekstrə kə�rikjυlə/ What do you do to amuse yourself by way of extra-curricular activities? 

Unit 13 162 2 inconsistent /�inkən�sistənt/ The accounts of the witnesses are inconsistent – they say different things. 

Unit 13 162 2 provocation /�prɒvə�keiʃən/ She claims that Graham attacked her without any provocation. 

Unit 13 162 2 tutors /�tju�təz/ Because of her illness, her parents had to get her private tutors to teach her at home. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 rebellious /ri�beljəs/ Our house will soon be empty of rebellious teenagers, as they're all off to university. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 insecure /�insi�kjυə/ She's very insecure about her appearance, and often keeps her face covered. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 outgoing /�aυt��əυiŋ/ We're looking for someone with a friendly, outgoing personality. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 well adjusted /�wel ə�d
stid/ Barbara is a well-adjusted child who makes friends easily and is very popular. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 inspirational /�inspə�reiʃənəl/ Jones proved to be an inspirational captain of the Welsh rugby team. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 stand out /�st�nd �aυt/ The outlines of rooftops and chimneys stood out against the pale sky. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 instant /�instənt/ The iPod was an instant success with music-lovers of all ages. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 rapt /r�pt/ They listened with rapt attention as their hero told his story. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 vile /vail/ This coffee tastes really vile – what did you put in it? 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 limits /�limits/ What are the limits on your broadband uploading and downloading? 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 visually /�viuəli/ Eames believed that chairs should be visually attractive as well as comfortable. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 arresting /ə�restiŋ/ His huge black eyebrows and bushy beard gave him an arresting appearance. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 vibrant /�vaibrənt/ Hong Kong is a vibrant, fascinating city, full of life and adventures. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 angular /��ŋ�jələ/ A tall, angular young man walked in and folded himself into an armchair. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 individualistic /�individuə�listik/ She has a highly individualistic approach to painting. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 shun /ʃ
n/ Jane was a shy woman who shunned publicity. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 illiterate /i�litərət/ It was an illiterate letter, full of grammatical and spelling mistakes. 

Unit 13 recording script listening exercise 2 grips /�rips/ I must get to grips with this new accounts system – I'm totally confused. 

Unit 13 163 vocabulary 3 exercise 1 bear /beə/ Peter's like a bear with a sore head in the morning if he doesn't get enough sleep. 

Unit 13 163 vocabulary 3 exercise 1 log /lɒ�/ Did you have a good night?' 'Yes, I slept like a log, thanks!' 

Unit 13 163 vocabulary 3 exercise 1 fish /fiʃ/ I don't know what I'm doing here – I feel like a fish out of water. 

Unit 13 163 vocabulary 3 exercise 1 rag /r��/ Well, that remark was like a red rag to a bull – Ben went absolutely mad! 
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Unit 13 163 vocabulary 3 exercise 1 bull /bυl/ Don't go charging in to your boss's office like a bull in a china shop! 

Unit 13 163 vocabulary 3 exercise 2 sheet /ʃi�t/ Ken went as white as a sheet – he thought he'd seen a ghost! 

Unit 13 163 vocabulary 3 exercise 2 ox /ɒks/ Before his terrible illness weakened him, Malcolm was always as strong as an ox. 

Unit 13 163 vocabulary 3 exercise 2 feather /�feðə/ This pudding is as light as a feather, and delicious, too. 

Unit 13 163 vocabulary 3 exercise 2 cucumber /�kju�k
mbə/ Jack's as cool as a cucumber under pressure – he stays completely calm. 

Unit 13 163 vocabulary 3 exercise 2 flash /fl�ʃ/ As quick as a flash, he leapt at the thief and brought him down to the ground. 

Unit 13 164 3 set aside /�set ə�said/ Let's set aside John's objections for the moment and try to make some progress. 

Unit 14 
    

Unit 14 166 3 interconnected /�intəkə�nektid/ We asked for interconnected rooms so that we could open the doors between them and  
have more space. 

Unit 14 166 3 overlap /�əυvə�l�p/ One of Jilly's two front teeth overlaps the other. 

Unit 14 166 3 engulfs /in��
lfs/ She doesn't just welcome you, she engulfs you with her hospitality! 

Unit 14 166 3 rivals /�raivəlz/ Nobody rivals Michael Connolly for well-written detective novels. 

Unit 14 166 3 ingenuity /�ində�nju�əti/ The ingenuity of Victorian engineers in solving problems was quite amazing. 

Unit 14 166 3 morals /�mɒrəlz/ If you steal and damage other people's belongings, you must be short on morals. 

Unit 14 166 3 unhesitatingly /
n�heziteitiŋli/ Sue unhesitatingly gave up her seat on the bus to the old man. 

Unit 14 166 3 dense /dens/ A narrow track wound steeply up through dense forest. 

Unit 14 167 3 ornate /ɔ��neit/ An ornate gold mirror hung in the hallway, reflecting everyone who entered. 

Unit 14 167 3 bumpy /�b
mpi/ We drove along a bumpy road and finally arrived at the caravan. 

Unit 14 167 3 trampoline /�tr�mpəli�n/ The kids love jumping on their trampoline in the garden when the weather is good. 

Unit 14 167 3 stiffly /�stifli/ You're walking stiffly – have you hurt your knee? 

Unit 14 167 3 posed /pəυzd/ Men and women were usually very formally posed in Victorian photographs. 

Unit 14 167 3 floated /�fləυtid/ The snowflakes floated through the air and settled on the pavement. 

Unit 14 167 3 lace /leis/ I bought a handkerchief trimmed with lace when we visited Bruges. 

Unit 14 167 3 chiselled /�tʃizəld/ His chiselled good looks made him a favourite actor in adventure movies. 

Unit 14 167 3 platinum-haired /�pl�tinəm �heəd/ Jean Harlow was a platinum-haired film star in the Hollywood of the 1930s. 

Unit 14 167 3 refusal /ri�fju�zəl/ His refusal to pay the fine got him into even more trouble. 

Unit 14 167 3 adolescence /��də�lesəns/ Peter's at that awkward stage where he's going from teenage to adolescence. 

Unit 14 167 3 mined /maind/ The film industry has mined classic children's books for ideas for many films. 

Unit 14 167 3 resultant /ri�z
ltənt/ She is still trying to get over the attack and her resultant injuries. 

Unit 14 167 3 spiritual /�spiritʃuəl/ Painting helps to fill a spiritual need for beauty. 
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Unit 14 167 3 anime /��nimei/ George's drawing style is similar to that of Japanese anime. 

Unit 14 167 3 two-dimensional /�tu� dai�menʃənəl/ A two-dimensional painting can be made to look three-dimensional by the use of perspective. 

Unit 14 167 3 animation /��ni�meiʃən/ They used computer animation in the film to make Wallace and Gromit move. 

Unit 14 167 3 derived /di�raivd/ The design of the house is derived from the style of grand palaces in Spain. 

Unit 14 167 3 manga /�m�ŋ�ə/ You can buy lots of books on manga comic book art these days. 

Unit 14 167 3 polemics /pə�lemiks/ His books contain polemics about many questions of the day, and are not easy to read. 

Unit 14 167 3 coming-of-age /�k
miŋ əv �eid/ It's a coming-of-age movie about a group of young people in Birmingham. 

Unit 14 167 3 tender /�tendə/ Continue cooking until the meat is tender. 

Unit 14 167 3 estranged /i�streindd/ Mike became estranged from his family after his marriage to Sue. 

Unit 14 167 3 diner /�dainə/ There's a new American diner opened on Sweet Street. 

Unit 14 167 3 varies /�veəriz/ The weather varies greatly here from one day to the next. 

Unit 14 167 3 illuminate /i�lu�mineit/ A single candle illuminated his face. 

Unit 14 167 3 adaptations /��d�p�teiʃənz/ Jack made his living writing film adaptations of Dickensian novels. 

Unit 14 168 3 spring /spriŋ/ Do you remember anything strange about yesterday?' 'No, nothing springs to mind.' 

Unit 14 168 3 soap operas /�səυp �ɒpərəz/ My wife is addicted to all the soap operas on TV. 

Unit 14 168 3 poetry /�pəυətri/ He reads a lot of poetry, and particularly likes Shakespeare's sonnets. 

Unit 14 168 3 ancestor /��nsəstə, �ses�/ My ancestors on my father's side were French. 

Unit 14 168 3 pre-literate /�pri� �litərət/ This event happened in pre-literate times, when no-one knew how to read or write. 

Unit 14 168 3 recite /ri�sait/ She recited a poem that she had learned at school. 

Unit 14 168 3 tribe /traib/ They discovered a tribe of Aborigines known as the Dolphin People. 

Unit 14 168 3 verse /v��s/ Your answer may be written in prose or in verse. 

Unit 14 168 3 mouth /maυθ/ The stories were never written down, but passed on by word-of-mouth from one generation  
to the next. 

Unit 14 168 3 fragments /�fr��mənts/ Jenny was injured by fragments of flying glass from the smashed window. 

Unit 14 168 3 myths /miθs/ Greek myths and legends have formed the basis of many modern works. 

Unit 14 168 3 epics /�epiks/ The Icelandic and Norse sagas were Scandinavian epics written long ago. 

Unit 14 168 3 rural /�rυərəl/ The house occupies a beautiful rural setting at the head of the valley. 

Unit 14 168 3 folk /fəυk/ The stories in the book are based loosely on old Hungarian folk tales. 

Unit 14 168 3 fused /fju�zd/ Her style of painting combines traditional methods fused with primitive touches. 

Unit 14 168 3 bursts /b��sts/ Frank trains by running at a constant speed, but putting in short bursts of sprinting. 

Unit 14 168 3 tapping into /�t�piŋ intə, intυ/ We should be tapping into the expertise that John and Katy have to offer. 
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Unit 14 168 4 irrelevant /i�reləvənt/ We're focusing too much on irrelevant details. 

Unit 14 168 4 rhyme /raim/ I bought a collection of traditional rhymes that we used to learn in school. 

Unit 14 168 4 rhythm /�riðəm/ Drums are basic to African rhythm. 

Unit 14 169 5 icebox /�aisbɒks/ When Hank says 'the icebox', he means the refrigerator. 

Unit 14 169 5 plums /pl
mz/ You can use these plums to make a tart for tomorrow's dinner. 

Unit 14 169 1 blurb /bl��b/ There's too much information in the blurb on the back – it gives away half the plot. 

Unit 14 169 1 volume /�vɒlju�m/ Have you read the second volume in the 'Gormenghast' trilogy? 

Unit 14 169 1 whodunit /�hu��d
nit/ Agatha Christie was the queen of the well-written British whodunit. 

Unit 14 169 1 updated /
p�deitid/ The computer updated some of its programs when I left it on overnight. 

Unit 14 169 1 hardback /�hɑ�db�k/ Do you have a hardback edition of 'The Joy of Cooking'? 

Unit 14 169 1 flip through /�flip �θru�/ Helen flipped through some magazines while she waited for her doctor's appointment. 

Unit 14 169 2 wading through /�weidiŋ θru�/ I waded through his last book, but I really didn't enjoy it. 

Unit 14 169 2 dipping into /�dipiŋ intə, intυ/ An encyclopaedia is more for dipping into rather than reading all the way through. 

Unit 14 169 2 skimming /�skimiŋ/ She's very good at skimmimg a book – it only takes her about three hours to read  
the whole thing. 

Unit 14 171 2 classed /klɑ�st/ Bill and Mary were always classed as 'most likely to succeed' when we were at college. 

Unit 14 171 2 assumptions /ə�s
mpʃənz/ For the purpose of estimating the cost, I've made certain assumptions about your requirements. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 worship /�w��ʃip/ They all worship the same god, but they go to different churches. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 syndrome /�sindrəυm/ Brian is one of those people who suffer from irritable bowel syndrome. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 severity /sə�verəti/ We didn't realise the severity of her illness until she was rushed into hospital. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 compulsive /kəm�p
lsiv/ Compulsive overspending in these days of credit cards has become more common. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 idol /�aidl/ Harry was my musical idol when I was growing up. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 manifestation /�m�nife�steiʃən/ These latest riots are a clear manifestation of growing discontent. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 sprawling /�sprɔ�liŋ/ The dog was sprawling all over the couch and spreading his wet hair everywhere. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 fiddle with /�fidl wið, wiθ/ After fiddling with the tuning I finally got the radio station I wanted. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 impose /im�pəυz/ The court can impose a fine or a prison sentence. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 battle /�b�tl/ The event turned into a huge battle between police and protesters. 

Unit 14 recording script listening exercise 2 grant /�rɑ�nt/ Will you at least grant that I've made some improvement? 

Unit 14 171 vocabulary 2 exercise 1 convict /kən�vikt/ She was convicted of speeding after doing 45 in a 30 limit. 

Unit 14 171 vocabulary 2 exercise 3 slammed down /�sl�md �daυn/ I slammed my fist down on the desk and demanded to see the manager. 

Unit 14 171 vocabulary 2 exercise 3 pounding /�paυndiŋ/ Little Charlie's heart was pounding with excitement as the day of the match grew nearer. 
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Unit 14 171 vocabulary 2 exercise 3 burst in /�b��st �in/ Three soldiers burst into the room and demanded to see our identification. 

Unit 14 172 2 page turner /�peid �t��nə/ Michael Connelly's latest is a real page turner – I couldn't wait to see what happened next! 

Unit 14 172 2 brush /br
ʃ/ Dave had a minor brush with the law when he was caught shoplifting at the age of 15. 

Unit 14 172 2 twists /twists/ There were so many twists in the plot, I thought I'd never work out what was going on! 

Unit 14 172 2 liberal /�libərəl/ The 1960s brought a more liberal attitude towards sexual behaviour. 

Unit 14 172 2 gunned down /��
nd �daυn/ Two onlookers who tried to help were gunned down by the thieves as they sped away. 

Unit 14 172 2 conservative /kən�s��vətiv/ In the deep south of the USA people have a very conservative attitude to education. 

Unit 14 172 2 strangled /�str�ŋ�əld/ Frank was accidentally strangled when his tie got caught in the machine. 

Unit 14 172 2 stumbles across /�st
mbəlz ə�krɒs/ We stumbled across a fantastic little restaurant the last time we were in Venice. 

Unit 14 172 2 episodic /�epi�sɒdik/ The book is too episodic, and it feels as if there is little connection between the chapters. 

Unit 14 172 2 rushed /r
ʃt/ Your playing is a little rushed in places – take your time and slow down a bit. 

Unit 14 174 1 contribution /�kɒntri�bju�ʃən/ Einstein was awarded the Nobel Prize for his contribution to quantum theory. 

Unit 14 174 1 leaflet /�li�flit/ The doctor gave me a leaflet on skin cancer and told me to always wear suntan lotion. 

Unit 14 174 1 brochure /�brəυʃə, �ʃυə/ Let's pick up some holiday brochures and decide where to go. 

Unit 14 174 1 entry /�entri/ Only one competition entry is allowed per household. 

Unit 14 176 1 swing /swiŋ/ Kate started hesitantly, but soon began to get into the swing of her speech. 

Unit 14 176 2 stretch /stretʃ/ A spider's web can stretch considerably without weakening. 

Unit 14 176 2 stiff /stif/ Her legs were stiff from sitting in the same position for hours. 

Unit 14 176 2 tense /tens/ Marion spoke, eager to break the tense silence. 

Unit 14 177 2 raw /rɔ�/ How can you eat raw vegetables? I have to cook them first. 

Unit 14 177 2 wholemeal /�həυlmi�l/ I prefer wholemeal bread, but sometimes the seeds get stuck in my teeth. 

Unit 14 177 2 by heart /bai �hɑ�t/ You need to know the words by heart, as you can't take the music into the concert hall. 

Communication an writing 
   

Communication 
and writing 

188 Unit 1  
writing exercise 6 

rehearsals /ri�h��səlz/ There will be two extra rehearsals in the week before the concert. 

Communication 
and writing 

188 Unit 1  
writing exercise 6 

provisional /prə�viənəl/ I've written a provisional list of the people I think should be in the play – what do you think? 

Communication 
and writing 

188 Unit 1  
writing exercise 6 

proceeds /�prəυsi�dz/ We sold the business and bought a villa in Spain with the proceeds. 

Communication 
and writing 

189 Unit 6  
grammar 1 exercise 2 

nan /n�n/ I lived with my nan and grandad after my parents died. 

Communication 
and writing 

189 Unit 6  
grammar 1 exercise 2 

generation gap /�denə�reiʃən ��p/ The generation gap is demonstrated by the different kinds of music that my son and I like. 
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Communication 

and writing 
189 Unit 11  

speaking2 exercise 1 
tickling /�tikliŋ/ I felt a tickling sensation, and looked down to find a spider crawling up my leg. 

Communication 
and writing 

189 Unit 11  
speaking2 exercise 1 

sensation /sen�seiʃən/ One sign of a heart attack is a tingling sensation in the left arm. 

Communication 
and writing 

189 Unit 11  
speaking2 exercise 1 

motor system /�məυtə �sistəm/ The damage to his brain had affected his motor system, and he couldn't walk properly. 

Communication 
and writing 

189 Unit 11  
speaking2 exercise 1 

suppress /sə�pres/ The uprising was ruthlessly suppressed by the military government. 

Communication 
and writing 

189 Unit 12  
reading 2 exercise 1 

heroine /�herəυin/ She was a heroine of the French Resistance during the Second World War. 

Communication 
and writing 

189 Unit 12  
reading 2 exercise 1 

inhabitants /in�h�bitənts/ The inhabitants of the village were delighted that the waste plant would not be built nearby. 

Communication 
and writing 

190 Unit 11  
speaking2 exercise 1 

peripheral /pə�rifərəl/ I was looking straight ahead, but I could see a car in my peripheral vision, approaching  
from the left. 

Communication 
and writing 

190 Unit 11  
speaking2 exercise 1 

retina /�retinə/ The retina of the boxer's eye had been damaged in a fight the previous year. 

Communication 
and writing 

190 Unit 11  
speaking2 exercise 1 

coated with /�kəυtid wið, wiθ/ Everything near the building site was coated in a thick film of dust. 

Communication 
and writing 

190 Unit 11  
speaking2 exercise 1 

cells /selz/ This disease attacks the cells in the liver and can make you very ill. 

Communication 
and writing 

190 Unit 11  
speaking2 exercise 1 

edges /�ediz/ The centre of the photo was an oval shape which faded to white towards the edges. 

Communication 
and writing 

190 Unit 12  
reading 2 exercise 1 

guinea-pig /��ini pi�/ We'll pay you £500 to act as a guinea-pig for this new drug we're testing. 

Communication 
and writing 

190 Unit 12  
reading 2 exercise 1 

dose /dəυs/ Never exceed the recommended dose of painkillers. 

Communication 
and writing 

190 Unit 12  
reading 2 exercise 1 

successive /sək�sesiv/ The team had five successive victories and then suffered their first defeat. 

Communication 
and writing 

190 Unit 12  
reading 2 exercise 1 

subconscious /s
b�kɒnʃəs/ I think he has a subconscious fear that he won't be good enough at this job. 

Communication 
and writing 

190 Unit 14  
writing exercise 3 

snorkelling /�snɔ�kəliŋ/ Marie tried snorkelling while we were in Hawaii, and loved seeing all the brightly-coloured fish. 

Communication 
and writing 

191 Unit 1  
writing exercise 4.2 

billed /bild/ The film was billed as a tragedy, but I couldn't stop laughing all the way through! 

Communication 
and writing 

191 Unit 1  
writing exercise 4.2 

distressing /di�stresiŋ/ We had many distressing experiences as we toured the war-torn country. 

Communication 
and writing 

191 Unit 1  
writing exercise 4.2 

fund-raising /�f
nd �reiziŋ/ Sally has organised a fund-raising event in aid of children's charities. 

Communication 
and writing 

191 Unit 5  
writing exercise 3 

supervisor /�su�pəvaizə/ Steve was my supervisor when I was at university in the seventies. 

Communication 
and writing 

191 Unit 5  
writing exercise 3 

eye to hand co-ordination /�ai tə �h�nd kəυɔ�di�neiʃən/ Cricket requires good hand to eye co-ordination in order to deal with fast bowlers. 

Communication 
and writing 

191 Unit 5  
writing exercise 3 

proficient /prə�fiʃənt/ Martha's proficient at many types of sport. 
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Communication 

and writing 
191 Unit 5  

writing exercise 3 
qualification /�kwɒləfi�keiʃən/ Jack doesn't have the academic qualifications needed for university entrance. 

Communication 
and writing 

191 Unit 5  
writing exercise 3 

coaching /�kəυtʃiŋ/ Martin has a coaching certificate for schools football. 

Communication 
and writing 

191 Unit 5  
writing exercise 3 

valuable /�v�ljuəbəl, �jəbəl/ Two valuable paintings were stolen from the gallery, worth around £1 million. 
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invest /in�vest/ I've invested too much time in my garden to let it be taken over by weeds. 
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recommend /�rekə�mend/ I recommend that you get some professional legal advice on this matter. 
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adopting /ə�dɒptiŋ/ You can "adopt" a penguin for £50 and we will name it after you. 
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ocean /�əυʃən/ £100 for a burglar alarm is a drop in the ocean compared to what the house cost us. 
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entranced /in�trɑ�nst/ She stopped, entranced, and gazed at the wonderful scene before her. 
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elfin /�elfin/ She had an elfin face and wide grey eyes. 
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species /�spi�ʃi�z/ Seven new species of bird have been discovered by the scientists. 
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descended /di�sendid/ He claims that his family is descended from the ancient kings of Scotland. 
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remnants /�remnənts/ These small islands are the only remnants of what was a huge land mass. 
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lurks /l��ks/ Danger lurks beneath the surface of the deep waters of the river. 
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race /reis/ The explorers discovered a race of tall warrior people in the heart of the country. 
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cohesion /kəυ�hi�ən/ The youth club has given a sense of community and social cohesion to the area. 
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abruptly /ə�br
ptli/ The car in front of me stopped abruptly and I couldn't avoid hitting it. 
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savoured /�seivəd/ Arsenal savoured their fantastic victory in the Champions League last night. 

 


